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ONE OF KENTUCKY'b
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
If you've never had occasion to see Dr.
Harry Sparks at Murray State University
hand out diplomas, you have missed the most
efficient demonstration of speed and coordination in the business.
Dr. Sparks stands there in front of the
speaker's rostrum, right hand extended to
the oncoming graduate and left hand behind
his back. The instant the graduate's name is
called, an assistant directly behind him
places the heavy, leather-bound diploma
case in his left hand, he whips it around,
shakes the graduate's hand with his right,
hands them the diploma case with his left,
and back goes his left hand for the next. The
graduate never stops walking.
At last Saturday's Commencement at
MSU, we estimated that it took Dr. Sparks
about two hours to present some 850 diplomas, which figures at the rate of about seven
a minute. He was a study in efficiency as he
stood there, never budging an inch, smiling
and greeting everyone as his left arm kept
gyrating front to back, front to back, front
to back, and coming up with a diploma each
time.
We wondered which was the more tired:
his right hand from shaking hands 850 times
or his left arm from handling about 426
pounds of diploma cases.
We also marveled at his ability to give
the right diploma to the right person, and
we guarantee he didn't get a single one mixed up. (The cases were all blank inside;
diplomas to fit the holders will be mailed to
the graduates later!).
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2,772 Countians Now Getting $225,000 In
Monthly Social Security Benefit Checks
Social Security benefits paid
to residents of Fulton County
totaled $195,000 a month as
1969 ended, Charles M. Whitaker, social security district
manager, reported today.
A benefit increase, signed
into law by President Nixon
on December 30, 1969, has
since raised the monthly rate
of payment by 15 percent for
the 2,772 social security beneHONORED BY FERRY-MORSE AT RETIREMENT DINNER: ficiaries in Fulton County,
Whitaker noted.
(from left): Ed Albright, Buffalo, New York, completed 46
years as a salesman with the company; Mrs. Albright; Mn.
Burley; and Ben Burley, Jacksonville, Florida, who has 44 years
with the Company. (Additional pictures on page one, second
section and Page Six, this section).

Of the social security beneficiaries living in this area,
1,818 are retired workers and
their dependents. Another 646
are receiving benefits as the
survivors of workers who have
died, and 268 are getting benefits as disabled workers or the
dependents of disabled workers.
Whitaker pointed out that although the majority of social
security beneficiaries are older
people, about one out of every

Marlow Cook
In Support Of
National Sales Meeting Honors War Policy
Two Retiring At Ferry-Morse

four is under age to.
In the State of Kentucky,
133,161 people under age 60 are
collecting social security payments each month. The 74,987
who are under 18 are receiving
payments because a working
father or mother has died or is
getting social security disability or retirement benefits.
Of the 9,005 who are 18
through 21 years of age, most
are getting students' benefits
under a provision which per-

Bert Combs
To Announce
For Governor

'Senator Marlow W. Cook
(R-KY.) today reiterated his
support for President Nixon's
conduct of the Indochina War.
The Senator did, however, repeat his previously expressed
conviction that "our national
security is not threatened in
the least by events in Southeast Asia." Further, he called
the Indochina War "the worst
foreign policy blunder in
American history."

mits the continuation of a
child's benefits past his or her
18th birthday, and up to age
22 if he or she is attending
school full time.
But in this 18 to 22 age
group, Whitaker said, are some
other types of beneficiaries,
illustrating the broad family
protection that is provided
working people of all ages under the social security program.
A number are the children
of retired, disabled, or deceased workers who became
disabled before they reached
18 and who will probably never
be able to go to work and become self supporting. The
benefits of these young people,
severely handicapped by physical or mental disabilities, will
continue indefinitely and benefits are also payable to their
mothers if the disabled son or
daughter is in the mother's
care.
Another small but significant group of youthful social
security beneficiaries are those
who are receiving social security benefits as disabled
workers. Under a 1967 change
in the law, disability benefits
can be paid to a person who
becomes disabled for work
even if he has less than five
years of work under social security. As little as a year and
a half is required in the case of
a worker who becomes disabled before age 24.

Former Governor Bert T.
Combs today announced that
It isn't often that the home north region;
he will hold a press conference
Ben Burley,
garden division of Ferry-Morse south region; Don Allison,
Saturday, June 13 in Louisville
Seed Company arranges to west region; and Dennis Saland said "I expect to announce
its
have
entire national sales mon, southwest region.
my candidacy fOr Governor at
staff together for a real nationFor the third consecutive
that time."
al sales meeting; only about year, Dale Pipkin, IndependThe conference is scheduled
once every three years.
ence, Mo., was honored as the
for the Flag Room of the Ken(Continued on Page Six)
And it isn't often that Kentucky Hotel at 2:00 P. M.
tucky and the Fulton packet
Combs added that he "will
plant are chosen as the locale
discuss briefly the compelling
for the meeting, either. But
reasons for my decision to
Ferry-Morse did just that, last
seek the Democratic gubernaweek; a 3-day meeting at Ken- Ann
David
C.
Puckett
torial nomination in 1971."
Cook said he considered the
tucky Lake was climaxed by a
Our editorial last week casting some
Cambodian military operations
Combs' resignation from the
visit of the entire group to the
doubt on the accuracy of the 1970 census
necessary to speed completion
U. S. 6th Circuit Court of ApFulton plant, followed by a reof
the
President's
program to
count in Fulton County (our own family
peals became effective Friday,
tirement dinner for two of its
end the war and felt that "time
June 5.
distinguished salesmen at the
forms were never picked up) finds some
will
prove
the
John
President
B.
Breckinridge,
coratFulton
Country Club last
All friends of Governor
companionship in an article published last
torney general of Kentucky, rect in his decision to pursue
Thursday evening.
Combs are invited to the press
today announced his candidacy this limited move into Camweek on the front page of the GAZETTE at
conference Saturday, sources
The retirement dinner hon- for the Democratic
nomination bodia."
Clinton.
close to Combs said.
ored Ben Burley, Jacksonville, for lieutenant
governor.
Fla. (a former Fulton resident)
Said The GAZETTE:
David C. Puckett, son of Mr.
"Alter serving two terms in
wit completed 44 years with
"The directors of the Clinton Charilbe
and Mrs. Sonny Puckett of
the sales staff of the company, the General Assembly and two
Fort Lauderdale, Florida was
and Ed Albright, Buffalo, N. terms as attorney general,"
(Continued On Page Six)
The Fulton County Health
honored May 27th, at the anY. with 46 years, Both were Breckinridge said. "I feel parDept. will conduct a rubella
nual
awards night program, by
saluted by Master of Cere- ticularly qualified for the ofimmunization clinic for all
being awarded as the outmonies Don Brondyke and fice of lieutenant governor and
children ages 1 through 12 on
standing Civitan member of
presented gifts from the com- president of the Senate."
Thursday. June 25
the year.
Jottings from -.
pany in an evening filled with
Breckinridge stated that he
The vaccine will be adminisCivitan is an all boys service
congeniality, good fellowship is not aligned with any other
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
tered
to all children who have
club sponsored by Civitan InThe proposed merger of the
and a bit of reminiscing by the Democratic candidate, saying, Federation will hold
a meeting
not yet received the rubella
duo themselves.
"I look forward to an active in Mayfield June 15 to discuss ternational. David was chosen Gulf, Mobile and Ohio and Illi- vaccine. "This is not to be
conby his fellow members for his nois Central railroads into a
The 3-day sales meeting in- campaign throughout the state the future
of the burley tobac- hard
work, leadership and single company operating 9,400 fused with the old fashioned
troduced the 1971 program of in which I shall independently co program with
farmers.
dedication to the club.
miles of track in the 13 mid- "red measles" known as ruthe company to the territory seek the Democratic nominabeola." a spokesman stated.
The meeting will have the
managers; regional awards tion through the support of the
David will graduate from American states was approved
Clinic locations will be at
dual purpose of bringing out Fort Lauderdale High School Monday by an Interstate Comwere given Maurice Janis.se, people."
the
Health Department here
background information on the June 4th. He is an active mem- merce Commission hearing
from 9 to 11 a. m. and in Fultotal tobacco situation and of ber of Junior Civitan, Quill examiner,
ton at the Community Center
allowing local tobacco leader- and Scroll, a member of the
Examiner Hyman J. Blond, from 1 to 3 p. m.
ship to explore possibilities for paper staff and was in the
however,
said
his
approval
is
The vaccine will be adminisIn case you didn't know it, a columnist
improving the current pro- class play his junior year. He
contingent on settling the claim tered by a jet injector technicgram.
feels mighty happy when a reader comments
is also president of the Youth by competitors that Illinois ian from the
State Department
State Farm Bureau officers Ministry Council of Christ Central Industries, Inc., the of Health. Children must be
that they miss the "Notebook" when it fails
Students working for the sumFor 1970, a single person who
and staff and tobacco special- Methodist Church and a mem- parent company of Illinois accompanied by a parent or
to make an edition. Frankly, I miss writing it mer, and retired persons and makes less than $1,725 owes no ists
from the University of ber of "Good News" singers Central is covertly controlled legal guardian.
other part-time workers may tax. This is based on the $1,100
because it is the one corner of the paper be
entitled to exemption from low income allowance and a Kentucky will conduct the and is editor of the youth by the Union Pacific Railroad
newspaper.
where I feel that I can chat with you on one income tax withholding under personal exemption of $625. A meeting.
Company for its parent comDavid will enter college at pany, Brown Brothers, Harrithe Tax Reform Act of 1969. taxpayer over 65 can earn
subject or another.
Special invitations to attend Florida Southern, Lakeland,
man & Co.
Forms for claiming this ex- wages up to $2,350 without in- the meeting have been issued
emption are available from In- curring a tax liability, Mr. to county Farm Bureau presi- Fla. in September and major
If the ICC finds no control of
in
English
and
Social
Science. the parent firm by the
ternal Revenue Service of- Dath explained.
Union
Our Son, The Graduate!
dents and tobacco committees.
ficers in Kentucky.
Pacific. it said, the merger
Any person who qualifies can Other persons interested in the
Any employee who had no fill out the form and give it to tobacco situation also are inwould be approved under the
The past few weeks have been frightfully
SCHOLARSHIP TO UTM
income tax liability last year his employer to claim exemp- vited to attend, and should
Mrs. Jane Graves Blood- conditions sat down by Blond.
busy and sentimental ones. Our son Paul was and
anticipates none for this tion from income tax withhold- make
reservations through worth, daughter of Mr. and
Blond recommended that IlliThe Department of Public
in the process of graduating from Murray year should use Withholding ing on his wages.
their county Farm Bureau of- Mrs. Jack Graves of Fulton, nois Central
acquire Safety to the Kentucky Traffic
State Univerity, and I was in the unhappy Exemption Certificate, Form Employers needing quantities fices. The meeting will begin has been chosen as a recipient sole control ofIndustries
the
dilly
Safety
formed
Coordinating CommitW-4E, to claim the exemption, of the new Form W-4E may with a dinner at the Holiday of a UTM scholarship, made
process of frying to condition myself to the stated
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad tee announced today the names
Robert J. Dath, IRS obtain them from their IRS Inn,(Intersection 121 and U. S. available by the Old and Third
Company through stock owner- of several area residents who
realization that he was no longer a boy, but a District Director for Kentucky. District Office,
45 By-Pass), 7:30 p. m.
National Bank of Union City. ship.
have lost their drivers' ligrown man, who must make his own deciHe estimated gross revenues censes. The list includes:
sions, his own livelihood, and generally take
RESTING WELL
James Lynn Gargus, 19,
of the new company initially
Robert Sanger is resting
leave of his parental guidance.
would total $5.9 million a year. Water Valley, Kentucky, (Rewell in the Community Hosfusing
chemical test), license
As all of you, who have witnessed such a pital In Mayfield where he is
revoked until February 1, 1971.
milestone in the life of your children know, confined with a heart condiRalph McFadden, 34, Wingo,
that in our mind's eye, our offspring are al- tion. Mr. Sanger was admitted
Kentucky, Route L (DWI), lilast
weekend.
The
Courier
cense revoked until October 28,
ways "our children," with the connotation joins his family and his *Awe
1970, and James Earl Stairs,
that while they may not be a constant rewishing
47,
Wingo, Kentucky, Route 1,
Mind° In
"
11the Pr
More than 5,000 visitors will Layman, Mrs. Anne Cook and sions this year instead of one.
The Tomorrow's Authority
sponsibility of our daily lives, they will al- of
need Hickman citizen a 'pearly
attend workshops, conferences Mrs. Helen Winsor of the UTM UTM's Coach Floyd Burdette Club will once again provide (DWI), license revoked until
recovery.
March
ways be constant warmth in our hearts.
30, 1971.
and other special events at School of Home Economics.
and admissions counselor Paul the Twin Cities' Teenagers
Marjorie Slaughter McCree,
The University of Tennessee at
I'd better be careful here. I might find
A special orientation session Kelley will coordinate
with
"something
to
do."
In
an
the two
41, Lynnville, Kentucky,
Martin during the summer for 1,000 prospective students
.
attempt to occupy so rn e
out, in cold, stark print, that I haven't con(DWI), license revoked until
period June 15 - August 23, ac- and their parents will be conenergy of the youth of the
ditioned myself at all to the fact that our son
cording to Chancellor Archie ducted June 20.
Some 30 high school teachers cities, the TA's (as they are October 14, 1970.
Danny Ray Jewell, 20, ClinIS a grown man. But he is, and we're proud
R. Dykes.
On June 22, a UTM Develop- have registered for a drivers commonly called) will have ton,
Kentucky, Route 2, (12 or
education
workshop
to
their
be
that he has chosen a fine career, and that he
conCommittee
ment
fourth
recognition
dance
In
addition
June 13 at more points
To save expense in printing,
o special visitors,
within 2 years), liducted
August
3
the
August
dinner
Park
14
including
for
50,
memTerrace
a
record
total
The
of
from
1,825
Woman's
students
announced
Club
8-12
will do the very best he knows how with it.
cense revoked until December
bers and other special guests, under the auspicies of the p. m. It will be centered
will
enroll
for
this
the
week
two
sessions
it
will
not
the
include
29, 1970.
Our prayer is that we have given him the by-laws in the 1970-71 year- of the summer quarter,
will be given by the Office of State Department of Educa- around the theme of "bell botproper ingredients to make his life happy, book. The committee asks that ing to Henry C. Allison,accorddean Development with Robert T. tion and UTM's School of Edu- tomed" pants. The dance is enMeeks, Jr., assistant director, cation, coordinated by Dean titled, "Bell Bottomed Dance."
and most of all we hope he will be a good and you clip the by-laws from of admissions and records.
Karl E. Keefer.
worthwhile citizen. As perhaps you know, he your present yearbook and in- A vocational guidance work- in charge.
Admission is $1.50 per persert them in your new book,
Approximately 2.000 public son. Each couple that dresses
shop
for
40
West
Tennessee
basketball
Two
camps
to
be
has already joined the news staff of WICLOThe First District Summer high school and technical conducted in July and August school teachers and adminis- in Bell Bottoms will
receive a
Radio in Louisville.
Workshop will be held in Ma- school guidance counselors will will attract 225 players rang- trators will attend an inservice discount entrance
fee. The
At a meeting of the Fulton
rion, Kentucky on Thursday, be conducted June 15-19, under ing from junior high school training program during the band is new to this
area and
June 18, from 9:30 A. M. to the direction of Dr. Jack G. age through the freshman year period
August 17-20 with consists of nine musicians, County Board of Health on
The Political Scene
Monday
the members unanimmid-afternoon. It is hoped to Mays, vice chancellor for de- in college. The first camp will UTM's Professor J. H. Ro- four horns, bass, lead, organ,
ously agreed to employ Patrick
have a large delegation from velopment.
chelle
acting
chairman.
as
percussion,
be
held
during
and
the
lead
period
been
have
July
in
singer.
throes
I
while
the
Yet
of Fulton Woman's Club.
Rickard of Sacremento, KenThirty-one teachers of high 26 - August 1 with the second
Commencement
exercises
The dance will be properly tucky as county sanitarian.
sentimentality the world has gone on as beThe luncheon cost is $2.25. school vocational home eco- scheduled for August 2 - AuAugust 23, with approximately chaperoned as have all of the
If Mr. Rickard accepts the
fore. Take for instance the political scene in Please make your reservation nomics will be on campus June gust 8. Increasing popularity of 155 graduates receiving de- TA's dances. It is going
to be position he will fill the vacancy
with Mrs. Robert Batts by 1S-July 3 for graduate level the camps over the years
has grees, will conclude the sum- a night of fun and dancing for occasioned by
(Continued On Page Five)
the retirement
June 11.
courses taught by Miss Brenda necessitated bolding two ses- mer activities.
those who attend.
of Marry Barry.

Breckinridge
ounces For
Lt -Governor

Florida Civitan
Club Honors
David Puckett

robaccomen
Tn Area Will
Meet June 15

Merger of I. C.
With The GM&O
Is Now Okayed

Rubella Clinic
For Children
On Thursda

Jo's
Notebook

Summer Workers, Including Students,
May Be Exempt From Tax Withholding

Licenses Of 5
Area Drivers
Are Revoked

UTI4 Campus Expects To Attract
Schedule
More Than 5,000 Summer Visitors TA's
Dance June 13

Save Your'By-Laws'
Woman's Club Asks

Sacramento Man
To Be Sanitarian
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Editors and Publishers

CORNER

Musings From

The Philosopher
SWEET PERIL

Stop Credit Spending, Institute Economy
In Government, Urges State Finance Head
By S. C. Van Curon
Editor. Frankfort State Journal
Finance Commissioner Albert
Christen isn't buying the idea
that the governor will have to increase taxes to provide state services at comparative levels with
today's economy.
There have been some confloating
estimates
servative
around here, Christen says, that
the state will need $252 million
in new revenue in 1972.
'I say we ought to be doing
something to keep from increasing
taxes," Christen says. "The only
time you can soften the blow of
taxes is now—before the legislature meets in 1972. That's what
we're doing right now."
He explains this by saying the
primary project the Department
of Finance wants to promote and
lend assistance to is:
1. Reject the philosophy that
it is necessary to raise or find new
tax revenues to meet the needs of
the people on the state level.
2. To assist in Improving the
economy of the state.
3. Reduce waste, duplication
and unnecessary spending in all
agencies.
Christen, a tough taskmaker
where spending is concerned and
still oriented to the private enterprise concept of "cutting the
cloth to fit the pattern", believes
strongly in a continuation budget
—a budget that embraces normal
growth in the economy. He shakes
his head in puzzlement about the
philosophy of spending for things
and services many persons want,
and then hunting for the money to
pay the bill.
"We must get away from this
credit card theory," he says.
"There is coming a time when the
public has to pay." He even thinks
there may come a time when the
taxpayers will rebel.
Christen believes that more
economies can be effected in state
government through an ambitious
program now under way to develop an informational system
through coordination of the computer within the state.
As I walked into his office, he
was just completing signing a
bunch of 'price purchase con-

tracts.' "Departments can order
off of these at will," he said. "All
the control we have (the Finance
Department) is through quarterly
allotments by the budget department."
These are contracts that
specify certain prices for certain
products, particularly for the
state cafeterias and state Parks
Department for food items. Other
every day supplies fall under the
same system.
Christen, in his two and a half
years as finance commissioner
says he has found out that four
years is too short to get many
changes made in state government
procedures. "In the next year and
a half, we ought to accomplish a
lot more in effectively reorganizing outdated record systems,"
he said.
What has Gov. Louie B.
Nunn's Task Force on Efficiency
and Economy accomplished? "A
great deal," Christen says. About
40 per cent of the recommendations have been put into effect.
More will come in the remainder
of Gov. Nunn's administration.
Christen said he realizes that
not all of the recommendations
were practical, but it was a move
in the right direction for economy.
The average growth in the
state's economy has been eight per
cent for the past two years, "but I
don't know how long ,that will continue," Christen said.
This means an additional $31
million or more in the general
fund each year without any increase in taxes.
If Christen had his way, department heads, the universities
and the Education Department,
would get stern lectures on economy in preparing their budget
requests. In replying to the big increase the universities got in the
upcoming biennium budget, Christen said debt retirement costs was
what boosted this amount. However, he said, "They still seem to
have plenty of money to buy computers and other expensive equipment."
If there were a lesson coming
from Christen in the interview, it
was:"Stop credit spending and institute economy in government
operation."

In Supporting Governor Nunn's Safety
Plan Drunken Drivers Will Be Known
There are times when it's nice
to see your name in the paper.
There are also times when it
is not.
The News is serving fair
warning to all residents of this
area that we are cooperating fully
with Governor Nunn's 2-month
campaign (now underway) against
drunken driving in Kentucky.
Each week we are being furnished
a list of all offenders in this trade
area who have been convicted of
drunken driving and have had
their licenses suspended. We are
publishing the lists, and leaving no
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
12041
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms tarn to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Won
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. Rises/hen
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales
Tax.
Successor of various weekly paper, in Fulton
the first of which was founded In 111110.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at WA
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. ISA
Voted one of Kentucky's "Seat All Around"
Weekly Papers.

names off.
We think this campaign is
well worth supporting. More than
28,000 Americans died in 1969 because of drunken drivers, with alcohol being a factor in more than
HALF of last year's fatal accidents.
Governor Nunn announced
the campaign in a prepared speech
read at a Frankfort meeting May
13. The meeting, called by the
Kentucky Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee, was attended
by women's leaders from throughout the State.
In his speech, Governor
Nunn said he has asked police to
;trictly enforce the state's drinkng and driving laws and urged
county judges to interpret them
with the utmost stringency.
The Governor said most Kentucky counties now have "breathalyzers," the devices used to determine the blood-alcohol content
of arrested violators, and that the
sobriety of offenders is no longer
in question.
"The problem," he said, "is
not in determining whether or not
they are drunk, but in getting
them convicted."

HOW SERIOUSLY?

Alas, how easily things go wrong!
A sigh too much or a kiss too long,
And there follows a mist and a weeping rain,
And life is never the same again.
Alas, how hardly things go right!
'Tis hard to watch in a summer night,
For the sigh will come and the kiss will stay,
And the summer night is a wintry day.
And yet, how easily things go right,
If the sigh and a kiss of a summer's night
Come deep from the soul in the stronger ray
That is born in the light of the winter's day.

In my years of collecting
folklore, I have made no effort
to separate the beliefs that are
taken seriously and those that
are known but merely laughed
at. I have always felt that a
folklore collector had better
stick to his knitting and make
no effort to change the opinof
viewing; I am sure any such
effort to set people right in
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sensical or even harmful.
the belief, sometimes, as very
true. And lots of people who
And things can never go badly wrong
With the rapid passing of so have
seen groundhogs refuse to
many of the things that older believe
If the heart be true and the love be strong,
me when I mention
I wonder
knew,
generations
rain
weeping
and
comes,
the
mist,
For the
if it
having seen the animals at
whether beliefs and figures of
every possible time in winter;
Will be changed by the love into sunshine again.
speech may not be adapted to
their
newer objects and experiences. rather groundhog, of tradition
than
the woods,
It is well-known that the early comes
out only on Groundhog
— George MacDonald
settlers brought with them a
Day, Februaryof
2
When an elderly woman, of
family, their relations with hoping and blundering, falling considerable educational background, told me she would
each
other, their private and and getting up again and
FULTON'S
again. And laughing too, when- starve to death before she
hitherto unpublished views on
ever it can--deeply earthy would eat a bite of any anithe greatest questions of the laughter. This is a story that mals that had been killed by
era, their human failings and could have happened any- lightning, was she fooling or
their essential greatness. It is where, at any time—it's the serious? I do not know, and I
BY LUCY DANIEL
a book written in the midst of moving story of a man who am sure that she doesn't, for
mighty happenings as they fights the battle that all men she is not likely to have anywere occurring.
everywhere must wage with one coming to her house with a
Books Are Keys To Wisdom BOOK, by Charlotte Adams.
dish of lightning-struck squirrel
never ceasing hope.
any
age
novice
cooking
of
The
Treasurer.
or raccoon or other game anistep-bythese
welcome
will
mal or bird. And when a wellBooks Are Gates To Lands Of
'CITE WAR ON THE POOR,
LANGUAGE IN THOUGHT to-do merchant
step directions for the prepara- by Clarence B.
Pleasure.
declared his
son. In
AND ACTION, by S. I. Hay- belief in the power of
complete meals. The modern crises, "th
of
tion
breaks
faithBooks Are Paths That Upsimple, yet imaginative menus out an epidemic that, in all akawa. "This is a book on how doctors—curers of thrush, wartward Lead.
are suitable for a wide range earlier epochs, would have to think straight, and it is one rubbers, goiter-rubbers, bloodBooks Are FrienAl. Come of occasions, festive as well as
of the best ever written, it is stoppers—and in
water-witchseemed an absurdity—the epiLet Us Read.
the adventure story of the daily es, I was equally
everyday. Instructions for.each demic of overproduction
uncertain as
. ..
meal include a precise sched- Because there is too much mind. Its pleasure consists not to whether he was serious
or
ule for the order of work, with civilization, too much means of only in the reading but in its had probably never
thought to
SECRET FILE, by Hank the timing for the preparation, subsistence, too much indus- effect upon everything else you question the powers of a good
Messick. The fifty-year his- cooking and serving of the try, too much commerce." So may subsequently read, say or many people whom he had
tory of the Intelligence Divi- food. Even a beginner can be wrote Marzand Engels, enun- hear." Semantics is concerned known in a rather long life.
sion, from its inception in 1919 assured that everything will be ciating the theory of affluence with language in terms of its Or maybe he had had a relato the present, is the story of ready to eat at the same time! that lies behind a century's ef- meaning and its uses—the tive who belonged to this mythe development of organized Each menu also has a market- fort to eradicate poverty, that language of persuasion and sterious group and
needed
propanganda, of sloga u and some
crime in America—and its in- ing list, a check list of staples has expanded
family support in his mygovernment
sidious infiltration into politics and utensils nedeed, and easy. power to fantastic dimensions, advertisement, of news and in- sterious acts and
beliefs.
formation, of emotion and prefrom precinct to national level. to-follow recipes.
that stirs the rhetorical juices
Similarly, in many folk mediljiuodnic of poetry and imaginaAll over the United States the
of every campaigning politiceines there may remain a mix"silent investigators" of the
ian.
ed belief: in broad-open day.
IRS have not only cracked
MY THREE YEARS WITH
light,
when all one's senses are
YANKEE FROM OLYMPIS,
down on tax evaders but nailEISENHOWER, by Harry C.
by Catherine Drinker Bowen. alert, and when one is well
ed tpp criminals other agencies
Butcher. This book is a new
and
RICKSHAW
BOY,
by
happy,
Lau
most of the things
This is the story of Justice
found too hot to handle. For
kind of history, a backstage Shaw. Peking, a thousand Oliver Wendell Holmes,
and in that Granny used to dispense
the first time the veil has been
account of the movements of years old and more, is the set- a broad sense the story
of his seem silly. But away along in
lifted from the secrecy surthe most important actors in ting of this novel of China by country. This was
a man the night, when the prescribed
rounding the Intelligence Divithe greatest drama ever play- one of its best-known writers. Whose presence
carried tradi- medicines seem to be doing no
sion, reports never before made
ed. It is a unique combination It is Chinese in its plot, char- tion. His roots
reached deep good, and the baby keeps on
public.
of intense human interest and acters, and atmosphere. Its into American
earth. It was screaming with pain in the
grand
strategy,
providing flavor is biting and strong. It the strength of these roots that tummy, I suspect that many
a
countless intimate glimpses of is China toiling and sweating, permitted so splendid
a flower- cynic, remembering what used
THE TEEN-AGER'S COOK- the key members of the Allied China loving and
to be, would try some catnip
suffering, ing.
tea or even some other folk
remedies not nearly so likely
to
do good as some warm tea,
to accept a position in the police department.
maybe dashed with a bit of
FROM THE FILES:—
corn liquor.
An outstanding wedding is heralded today Lucky and unlucky acts seem
as Miss Nancy Barry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. widely knownstill, but a great
Harry Barry of Hickman, announces plans for many of them will have to be
updated if they are to scare
her marriage to Billy Joe James, son of Mr. and anybody
into following them.
Mrs. E. W. James, also of Hickman.
Coal-oil lamps used to sputter,
TWENTY YEARS AGO
and wiseacres said that this
June 9, 1950
a sure sign of rain; but
Susie Lee Clement and Davis L. Dixon were was
they rarely sputter now for the
Read Holland, son of Supt. and Mrs. W. L. wed in a lovely home ceremony, June 4th, 1950. simple
reason that they can't
Holland honored his home folks recently when he
find any coal-oil for fuel.
Breaking
a lamp-chimney used
was selected as one of five students at the UniFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
to be a very unlucky act, but
versity of Kentucky to receive a $510.00 scholarJune 2, 1925
most youngsters that I know
ship in fire protection and safety engineering.
Engineers may blow their train whistles at would ask, "What is a lamp
downtown Fulton crossings, the Chamber of chimney, Grandpa?" There are
not so many opportunities for
There will be an evening of Music at the Commerce stated, after discovering that
horsehair snakes to be as there
the
nonUnion Cumberland Presbyterian Church Sun- blowing rule was not an ordinance
were when horses were numhere,
but
only
day. Those taking part in the program are: Jean a now-obsolete rule made years
and Junior, fresh from
ago during the erous;
high school, can tell even
Carol Burnette, George Ely Burnette, Linda Ann illness of the son of a former
superintendent.
Grancip

jhrwry

1

Lette

belief that the badger comes
out of his burrow, looks
around, and decides to remain
out or return for six more
weeks of winter. Since badgers
are not to be found in many
parts of America, it was easy
to transfer this belief to our
woodchuck or groundhog. The
funny thing to me has been
that, in my part of the state,
where we had never seen a
groundhog, the belief in the
animal's prophetic powers was
as strong as in any other area,
where the animal has always
been known. I wonder why the
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Turning Back The Clock

Shuck, Patsy Latta, Elwanda Lawson, Melinda
Powell, Ann Ballow and Wanda Stallins.

Miss Marian Huddleston and Mr. Harry H.
Murphy were married June 9, by Rev. J. B.
Three Fulton students were among the hon- Hardeman at the home of the bride's
parents. The
or students who received degrees at Murray groom is one of Fulton's popular
young bankers,
State this year. The students and their accom- associated with the Farmers Bank here.
plishments were: Harry Donald David, High
distinction; William Lloyd Grymes, with distincDee Reid, young Hickman
tion and Ivan Meshack Jones, honorable men- nounced his candidacy for themerchant, has anoffice of County
tion.
Tax commissioner.
Warren Anderson, a former chief clerk in
the Kentucky Utilities office here will succeed
Rube McKnight as district manager of the KU
office here. Mr. McKnight will be promoted to
the district office.

June 3rd, the cornerstone for the new First
Baptist Church was laid, with services in charge
of Rev. C. H. Warren,Pastor.

Mrs. R. S. Matthews presented Miss Mary
Reuel Flippo in a piano recital at the home of Mr.
Deserved recognition has come to Dr. Ben and Mrs. Flippo in Forestdale last
Thursday evePickering Evans, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans ning.
of this city. Dr. Evans, who has operated a hospital at Water Valley, Miss., will join the staff of
Three-thousand, seven hundred and
Oeschner Clinic in New Orleans, as a staff sur- three persons turned out at Carr Park eightyAuditorgeon.
ium last Sunday to hear the Hon. Gordon Browning and other speakers in an all-day Bible
Buster Shuck has been elected fire chief of service. A Fulton-Dyersburg contest was Class
won by
Fulton, succeeding Henry Bethel, who resigned Fulton with the slim margin of 125.

Letters To Editor
ROOM B 464
ME'l'HODIST HOSPITAL
Memphis, Tenn. 38104
Dear Jo and Paul,
I have just read last week's
"News" and would like to
thank you for your article informing the public of our recent installation of the new depository system for the collection of police fines at the aty
Hall.
I am feeling a little better
today but having to "sweat it
out" waiting for surgery Wednesday.
I have received many many
cards, letters and telephone
calls from friends in the Twin
Cities for which I am most
grateful.
I'm hoping it won't be too
long until I will be back home
and in the swing of things.

'The
It

Sincerely,

1930,

Nelson Tripp

WICCeSS
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
dent of the General Federation
of Womans' Clubs asked me to
be one of the five judges to
select the Military Wife of the
Year at a fantastic banquet
By
held last night at the Shoreham
Hotel.
The Fulton County Homemac- is symbolic of the, rays of light
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
The contestants represented era will use Flag Day, Jusfe emanating from 'Tile sun. Both
the five branches of our Arm- 14, to show their patriotism for themes have long been repreed Forces — Army, Navy, their great country by display- sented on the standards of nadiscriminaending
of
At lunch time the Senate poor, or
Coast Guard, Air Force and ing the American Flag and let- tions."
who
those
of
many
great
dining room was unusually tion a
"The first flags adopted by
Marines. It was a most diffi- ting "Old Glory" wave. They
Presithe
'Support
say,
The
cheerful.
now
crowded and
cult decision. We judges sat at urge every member to display our colonial forefathers were
say,
war,'
the
expand
and
and
crowded
dent
was
Senate Floor
a table just below the dias the flag and ask others in the symbolic of their struggles
tense. The Senators were de- 'Don't do what the President looking at the contestants and county to join them in cele- with the wilderness of a new
bating before the vote on the wants you to do. Be against their husbands. I could ima- brating Flag Day by display- land."
self-amended preamble of the him if he is helping the poor gine with what intelligence ing theirs.
"Many Americans still beAmendment people in this country. Good
Church - Cooper
and discipline they had conFields, Issues lieve that Betsy Ross made the
Clyde
Mrs.
these
Heavens, what right have
which reads,
their lives under con- and Concerns Chairman of the first flag, although historians
tax- ducted
"In concert with the de- people to expect help at
tinuing pressure. These five Fulton County Homemakers in dispute the story. Another disto
have
We
expense?
puted story is that the first
clared objective of the Presi- payers
women have a total of 32 chil- her report says—
dent of the United States to use that money for the war dren, have been married an
"Why is June 14 called Flag Stars and Stripes displayed in
money
the
Use
Asia.
in
going
the
avoid the involvement of
average of almost 20 years Day? The story of the origin of the face of an armed enemy
United States in Cambodia af- for that.'
and all are active members of our national flag parallels the was at Fort Schuyler, August
want
you
expedite
if
that
to
and
say
1970,
I
1,
July
"Well,
ter
the Roman Catholic Church.
story of the origin of our coun- 3, 1777. The flag was improvthe withdrawal of American to help the President, help him
try. As our country received ed. The white part came from
presented
were
The awards
forces from Cambodia, it is resist the pressure that he is
its birthright from the people a soldier's shirt; a captain's
hereby provided that unless bound to be under to carry on by television's Art Linkletter of many lands who were gath- cloak supplied the blue of the
become
to
decided
1967
in
Who
specifically authorized by law this war further—support the
ered on these shores to found union, and the red stripes came
the Bob Hope of service wives
hereafter enacted, no funds Cooper-Church amendment."
a new nation, so did the pat- from the flannel petticoat of a
finalthe
met
had
I
overseas.
responded
appropriated
Griffin
or
Senator
authorized
of the stars and stripes soldier's wife, who gladly dotern
biographies,
pursuant to this Act or any with some remarks inferring ists and read their
several origins em- nated it for the purpose. Howfrom
rise
other law may be expended that the Senators who were for but as they were interviewed, blazoned on the standards of ever, this was probably a
a
be
could
it
Grand Union Flag."
after July 1, 1970 for the pur- the Church-Cooper amendment I really wished
republic."
every one of them our infant
"Continental Congress passposes of—"
were not concerned with the dead-heat as
"The star is a symbol of the
award
the
of
deserving
was
(This preamble is the intro- safety of our troops. This caus- given to Mrs. Sanford, wife of heavens and the divine goal to ed a resolution that established
duction to the following pro- ed former Private. Lieutenant Army Lt. Col. Albert Sanford, which man has aspired from the Stars and Stripes on June
and Captain Cooper to respond
time immemorial. The stripe 14, 1777, but did not specify the
visions):
and a former science and pubarrangement of the 13 stars on
"(1) retaining United States icily: "I challenge you from lic school teacher who after
the blue union, except to say
the very bottom of my soul.
forces in Cambodia;
ather
turned
that they should represent a
saying is that be- her marriage
"(2) paying the compensa- All we are
girl scout and comnew constellation. As a consefore the operation is extended tention to
welfare
tion or allowances of, or otherleadership
quence, there were a variety
Mrs.
and leads us into a war in munilY
wise supporting, directly or inwork.
of forms. The first army flag,
Cambodia, under the Constitudirectly, any United States
known as the Betsy Ross flag,
President must come
the
tion,
things
good
of
amount
The
who
Cambodia
personnel in
had them arranged in a circle,
to Congress and get its ap- these women have done as
to
instruction
miiltary
furnish
based on the idea that no cot
proval."
wives, mothers, and leaders in
Cambodia forces or engage in
lony should take precedence."
The changes which Senators their community activities,
any combat activity in support
"The Resolution of June 14,
Church and Cooper wanted in putting down new roots in new
of Cambodia forces;
Mrs. Barry Rozzell, the for- 1777, establishing the Stars and
amend- communities—one of them was
"(3) entering into or carry- the preamble of their
82-11.
moved 17 times in 19 years — mer Miss Rita Cash of Fulton, Stripes has an interesting hising out any contract or agree- ment were approved
When first flown by the
I wish that I were a real re- filled me with awe and admi- was the inspiration for a gift- tory.
ment to provide military inArmy, George
May 31, in the Continental
the
Sunday,
of
all
ration.
tell
tea,
could
and
to
porter
or
Cambodia,
struction in
that
Hall of 'the First Washington is said to have deactivities
Fellowship
Drury-like
in
Allen
engage
to
persons
provide
as—"We
Baptist Church. The hostesses scribed its symbolism
place in this house
any combat activity in sup- have taken
heaven.
for this eventful occasion were: take the stars from
in the last few weeks. But as
port of Cambodian forces; or
coungive you a
Miss Paula Hutchins, Miss the red from our mother
"(4) conducting any combat I cannot, I will
white
what all
Deborah Hutchins, Mrs. Max try, separating it by
activity in the air above Cam- simplified version of
we
that
showing
stripes thus
and
Treas
Karen
Miss
Britt,
about.
is
this
of
bodia in support of Cambodhave separated from her and
Taylor.
Tony
Mrs.
when
Constitution,
Under the
ian forces.
Mrs. Rozzell, the honoree, the white stripes shall go down
The change in the preamble this country is at war, the
a yellow crepe dress with to posterity representing liberwore
as
Manspowers
wide
Senators
has
by
President
made
was
Thursday, June 4, was "Bee- matching
accessories. Her ty."
and Commander-in-Chief, in partifield, Aiken, Church
"A law of April 4, 1818, relerton Day" on Eddings Street,
a gift from the hosCooper to underline the bi- cular, the power to protect our when a group of former school- coursage,
made of white quires that a star be added for
partisan effort of Senators to troops. However, the power to mates of Beelerton High School tesses, was
with small inserted each new state on the Fourth
help the Administration bring declare war is vested by the met in the home of Mrs. Frank mums,
of July after its admission."
pearls.
of
hands
the
in
Constitution
our troops home.
"Henry Ward Beecher said,
Brady, with Miss Boone Walker
Z. Cash, mother of
W.
Mrs.
area
an
of
some
creates
This
to
Congress.
listening
After
as co-hostess.
bride, and Mrs. E. B. "A thoughtful .mind when it
the
the
opposition,
between
confusion
the
some
of
of
jabs
the
of the groom, sees a nation's flag sees not
This is an occasion which is Rozzell, mother
Senator Allten spoke as tartly power of the Congress and the
line, the flag but the nation itself,
power of the President.
celebrated annually and the stood in the receiving
as his own Vermont vinegar.
while Miss Karen Treas cordi- and whatever the symbols or
"We are getting mail that
Senator Cooper and Church day is always filled with much
welcomed the guests and insignia, he reads the truths
says, 'Support the President.' with the Majority Leader and talk, a lot of laughter and good ally
and the history that belongs to
at the register.
presided
Presithe
They say, 'Support
the Senior Republican Senator food.
of the nation that sets it forth."
consisting
Refreshments
what
doing
is
an
he
when
dent'
Vermont, wrote
from
"The American Flag has
A delicious pot-luck luncheon punch, squares of cake, nuts
they want him to do.
amendment to the Military
at noon to Mrs. and mints, were served. The been a symbol of liberty and
"I notice that this morning Sales Act to try to help the was served
Cecil Binford, Mrs. Ray Pharis, color scheme carried out in the men rejoice in it. To fly our
the President asked for $500 Administration to keep from
Webb, Miss Polly decoration of the tables was American Flag is just one way
million in aid in carrying out widening the war and going in- Mrs. Wallace
Guy Brown of chantilly lace over pink cloth. of showing our patriotism. On
Mrs.
Thompson,
program.
the desegregation
to a neutral country to which
Mrs. A. D. Crystal candleholders were the this June 14th, may we in our
Tenn.,
Jackson,
about
talks
President
When the
we have no commitment.
churche s, businesses and
of Columbus, Ky., main centerpiece.
Raymer
workthe
of
lot
the
improving
homes, show our patriotism
Mrs. Walter Magee, Presi- Miss Walker and Mrs. Brady. The tea was held from 2:00
ingman or the relief of the
until 4:00, and about 40 guests and love of our great country
were present. The hostesses by letting 'Old Glory' wave."
presented Mrs. Rozzell with
pieces of china from her
chosen pattern, and she receiv•
,peoommeWitliWK~K..
ay,
ed many other lovely gifts.

Letter From Washington

Rozzell
Is Honored
Gift Tea

Decoupage
Work Is Set
At Mayfield

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
June 12: Charles Sisson;
June 13: Teresa Holman; June
15: Ricky Mendenhal, J. B.
Nanney; June 16: Dona Hailey, K. M. Winston; June 17:
Alan Ray Terrell; June 18:
Jeffrey Swearingen.

Mr. and Mrs. .Tames Gaylon
Malray of South Fulton. Tennessee announce the engagement of their daughter. Susie
Kay to Richard W. Hatler,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Harold Hatter of Martin, Tennessee.
Miss Malray graduated from
South Fulton High School and
is enrolled at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
The prospective groom is a
graduate of Martin High
School and is also enrolled at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin. Mr. Haller is a member of Alpha Gamma Rho, social professional fraternity.
The wedding will take place
August 8th at Sandy Branch
Church.

Christina McKinney of South
Fulton, a senior coed at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, has been selected as
one of 400 young scholars from
throughout the United States to
serve in the Washington Summer Intern Program.
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area.
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Omega sorority and was named recipient of the "Sorority
Woman of the Year Award."
She is the former vice president of the junior class and
was named the "Most Outstanding Student in Lower Division Education" in 1969.

Among her other campus activities, she is a dorm counselor and a member of the Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee, the Rules Research
Committee, chairman of the
Housing Research Committee
and was chairman of the PubAccording to J. Phillip Bo- licity Committee for Fine Arts
hart, chief of the manpower Week at UTM.
sources division of the U. S.
Miss McKinney is the daughCivil Service Commission, the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James S.
primary basis for selection of
McKinney of Route 3, South
was a process of
interns
Fulton.
matching each student's educational background and career interest with intern asSTORY HOUR
signments available. More than
.
INITIATED!
1,400 students representing 600
Beginning June 18th and
Susan Burrow, daughter of college campuses were nomicontinuing through July 16th,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Burrow of nated.
the Fulton Public Library will
South Fulton and a student at
internship program have a "story hour" each
"The
Memphis State University, has
Thursday morning from 9:30
recently been initiated into will bring the government clos- to 10:30 for ages
4-7. The diPhi Mu Epsilon, honorary math er to the college campus," Mr.
Hobart said. "We expect to rectors of the story hour will
fraternity.
reap the benefits of young, be Mrs. Nancy McConnell and
creative minds at work in gov- Mrs. Vida McClure.
OFFICIAL CHAPERONE
ernment, and we expect the
students to benefit from firstLinda Arrington, of Fulton, hand knowledge of governSUMMER WORKSHOP
was the official chaperone of ment in operation."
Miss Kentucky, Miss Joann
The Woman's Club First
Smith of Morgantown, who was
A senior majoring in sec- District summer workship will
a guest queen at the Indiana ondary education at U-T Mar- be held in Marion. Ky.. ThursRose Festival in Indianapolis tin, Miss McKinney is a day, June 18. beginning at 9:30
last month. Joann won her "Campus Leader." a Student a. m. Luncheon will be $2.25
title at the Miss Kentucky- Government Association sen- and reservations should be
Miss Universe pageant in Ful- ator in the College of Educa- made with Mrs. Robert Batts
tion, vice president of Chi by June 12.
ton recently.
Miss McKinney will be employed by the Department of
the Army in the Pentagon and
will work exclusively with
statistics and systems analysis
dealing with persons with low
intelligence quotients.

Two decoupage workshops
to explore a technique of the
popular art form are scheduled
for the Revil Mental Retardation Center in Mayfield June
26.
Sponsored by the Community
Women's Club, the three-hour
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
sessions from 9 a. in. to noon
and from 1:30 to 4:30 p. m.
will be conducted by Mrs.
Dear Ann Landers: I have because he is married to my gedly to free myself of this ency is complex, as it seems
Kathy Ward, developer of the
wretched habit. I am working to be in your case. While it
technique, and Thomas Spoer- just gone through HELL Week. mother.
As if this isn't enough, both Out my own system of cut- might be agony for several
ner, assistant professor of art I wish I had written to you and
ting
down since I am not able days, those who can tolerate it
mother's
my
on
months
grandparents
asked for advice two
at Murray State University.
so there to attend the Stop Smoking have a better chance of kickEach workshop will be limit- ago, but I thought I could side have remarried
my friends ing the habit permanently.
ed to 35 persons, according to handle it. Now I am writing are several extras there. To Clinics as some of
Ann, I have have done. At the moment I Smokers who attempt to quit
Spoerner, with a fee of $6 per in the hope that you will print put it in a nutshell,
have reduced my smoking to by tapering off usually cut
person charged to enroll. He my letter, along with some an- three "fathers," four "mothabout half. Will I be able to down for a while but they
said anyone interested is invit- swers. Maybe you can help the ers" and so many step grandparents I can't count 'em. I lessen the number gradually creep back gradually. Before
ed to participate, including graduating class of 1971.
until I get down to zero? I am long they are once again endeto
trying
wreck
a
Do you realize that one-third was such
children 10 or older who will
that I could quit sud- slaved by the filthy habit —
be accompanied by an adult. of all the students in our high cide who to invite to my gradu- doubtful
denly after so many years of coughing, hacking, burning
Mrs. Ward, who has develop- schools and colleges are the ation that I asked the dean to
smoking from two to three small holes in everything,
ed her technique over the past children of divorced parents? mail the diploma and I didn't
packs a day. At times I crave fouling the air, staining their
five years, has sold her work We are allowed to invite a even go to my own graduation.
I realize now it was a dumb a cigaret so desperately, I can teeth and fingers and enhanclocally and to some of the na- limited number of relatives to
think of nothing else.
ing their candidacy for lung
tion's largest department graduation services. Six, to be solution. What should I have
Do the authorities mom- cancer, emphysema and heart
exact. So who does a person done? — Sorry Now
stores.
the
have
mend
off
should
You
method?
tapering
Now:
Dear
disease.
All materials will be furnish- invite?
My mom has been married invited the people you felt How did you stop?—Watn To
ed for the workshop except
How far should a teen-age
paint brushes and something three times and my dad is on most warmly about and made Unhook
Dear Want To: I never had couple go? Can necking be
to protect the participant's his fourth wife. I like my real no excuses. Parents who put
clothes. During the workshop dad very much but Mom their children in such a diffi- to stop because I never start- safe? When does it become too
each participant will complete doesn't even want me to men- cult position because of multi- ed. And for the benefit of you hot to handle? Send for Ann
a plaque comparable to work tion his name. Mom's second ple marriages should keep their teen-agers out there who think Landers' booklet, Necking And
often sold commercially for as husband Isn't allowed in our own wishes and suggestions to it is smart to smoke, let me Petting — What Are The
assure you it's just about the Limits?" Mail your request to
house, but he pays for my sup- themselves.
much as $15 to $20.
dumbest move you can make. Ann Landers in care of your
Applications may be obtained port, so I feel I owe him
Most authorities feel the newspaper enclosing 50c In
Dear Ann Landers: I am a
at the Chamber of Commerce something. Mom's present huscoin and a long, stamped, selfoffice, 3213 South Mb Street, band is a creep but I have to middle-ager badly hooked on cold turkey approach is best,
treat him like he's my father cigarets, but I am trying dog- particularly when the depend- addressed envelope
Mayfield, Kentucky.

4014f .2aade4S

read last week's
would like to
your article inublic of our ren of the new den for the colterlines at the City

RECEIVES DEGREE
Mrs. J B. Covington attended the graduation of her son,
John Boone Covington. III, at
Fort Hays Kansas State College on May 29. John received
his BS degree.

Malta y-Hatler Christina McKinney Awarded
Wedding To Be Summer Job In The Pentagon
On August 8th

,
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Susie Kay Malray

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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Miss Pam Clifton, bride-elect
of Mr. Johnny Evans, was
honored with a gift tea Sunday
afternoon, May 31, at the home
of Mrs. Dee Fry in Fulton.
She was assisted by Mrs. Richard Fry.
Receiving guests with Miss
Clifton were Mrs. Brown Clifton. mother of the bride-elect;
Mrs. John B. Evans, mother of
the groom-elect, and Mrs. C.
E. Hoodenpyle, grandmother
of Mr. Evans.
The honoree wore a chartreuse dress, with matching
shoes, and was presented a
corsage of yellow daisies.
The tea table was covered
with blue and overlaid in
white lace. Centering the table
was an arrangement of white
gladiolas and daisies, with
blue net adorning each side,
and blue candles in crystal
Punch, nuts,
candelabras.
mints and cookies were served
to the guests.

Eight Meet For
"Beelerton" Day

To Editor

it won't be too
11 be back home
ng of things.

Pam Clifton
Honored At
May Gift Tea

Homemakers Urge Public Show
Of Patriotism On Flag Day
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DEATHS
Mrs. M. V. Rice

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Catherine Crittendon,
59, of Route 1. Crutchfield, died
Saturday morning, June 6, in
the Community Hospital at
Mayfield.
Funeral services were held
Monday, June 8, in Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home
chapel at Wingo, with Rev.
Tommy Grubbs officiating.
Burial was in Old Bethel Cemetery.
Surviving are two sons,
James Matheny and Dudley
(Pete) Matheny of Route I,
Hickory; one daughter, Mrs.
Emily Jane Pillow of Route 1,
Wingo; two brothers, Perry
Byrd of Crutchfield and A.
Byrd of Route 2, Wingo; one
half-brother, Ernest
Byrd,
Route 2, Wingo; one half-sister, Mrs. Laverne McAlister of
Memphis, and nine grandefiil•
dren.

Robert B. Harris died Wednesday, June 3, in the Veterans
Hospital at Memphis, following
a long illness. '
Funeral services were held
Sunday. June 7, in Chapel Hill
Baptist Church. with Rev. J.
E. Green officiating. Burial, in
charge of Vanderford Funeral
Home. was in the church
cemetery.
Tommie Penick died Sunday,
Mr. Harris, 82, was born in June 7,
in the Volunteer HosMississippi, the son of the late pital
at Martin.
Tom and Julia Sellars WilFunerat
liams. He was a retired farm- Tuesday, services were held
June 9, in the First
er. living in the Cayce com- Baptist
Church at Martin, with
munity, where he owned a
burial
farm. until February 1970. Doug in East Side Cemetery.
when he bought a home in was Murphy Funeral Home
in charge of arrangements.
South Fulton and moved to
Mr. Penick, 62, was the
town.
owner and
He was a World War I vet- Department operator of Penick
Store at Martin.
eran, a member of the VetHe was a brother of Mrs.
erans of Foreign War,- and the Tom
Prince of Fulton.
Chapel Hill Baptist Church.
Surviving, in addition to Mrs.
Surviving are his wile. Mrs. Prince,
011ie B. Harris; six children, Myrtle are his wife, Mrs.
Penick of Leitchfield:
Mrs. Lela Mae Rose of Fulton, two
sons,
Mrs. AlIona Young of Louis- Adelphia, William T. Penick of
Md. and Michael H.
ville, Mrs. Willie DeBerry, Penick
of Fort Mitchell, Ky.;
Mrs. Hattie Arnold, James two
daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Lowell Harris of Milwaukee P.
Horton of Union City and
and Claude Isbell Harris of Ta- Mrs.
Thomasine Wadley of
coma, Washington, one sister,
Jefferson City; three brothers,
Mrs. Mary Shorts of Clarks- Nolan
Penick of Martin, Daydale; Miss., fourteen grand- ton
Penick of Sidonia and
children and two grept grand- Aaron
Penick of Toccoa, Ga.,
children.
and three sisters, Mrs. Allen
Cavin of Martin, Mrs. Kate
Stephenson of Collinsville. Ill.,
and Mrs. Prince.

Tommie Penick

CHAPEL HILL METHODIST CHURCH

Louis A. Birk

Funeral services for John
Marshall Everett were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel Monday. June 8, with Rev.
Charles Jobe officiating. Burial
was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Everett. 62, died on Friday, June 5, in St. Joseph
Mercy Hospital at Detroit.
Born in Hickman County, he
was the son of the late John
Frank and Millie Bell Walker.
He resided in Roseville, Mich.,
and was a member of Faith
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in St. Clair Shores.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Mary Via, of Roseville;
two sons. Kenneth Everett of
St. Clair Shores and Ralph
Everett of Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
one sister, Mrs. Bertha Craddock of Clinton; and one brother, Rob Everett of Paducah.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. James Menees
and children. Cheryl and Keith.
and Mrs. J. C. Menees, Sr.,
spent a nice week end at Kentucky Lake last week end.
Mrs. Mary Cruce had a nice
surprise last week end, when
some of her relatives from
Humboldt, Tenn., visited with
her.
Mrs. Blanche Menees is visiting her daughters, Mary Inez
and Dorothy Louise, and their
in Louisville. She is making
acquaintance with her new
granddaughter, baby of Dorothy Louise and husband.
Mrs. Pernie Pruett, of St.
Louis, is 'visiting her sister,
Mrs. Ella Freeze.
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurry had a nice visit last week
end with their son. Carl, and
family in Vicksburg, Miss.
Sunday afternoon guests of
Clarice Bondurant were F. R.
Naylor of Dallas, Texas, and
William N. Harris of Crane,
Texas.
We are sorry to see Rev. and
Mrs. Crump and daughter, of
the Methodist Church, leave
for their new home in Memphis. He will service the Andrews Chapel Church there.
Rev. and Mrs. John Britt, of
the Bradford, Tenn., church,
will be replacing them here.

Greenfield Monument Works
- In Operation 68 Years -

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

(Picture courtesy of Gordner's Studio)

The Chapel Hill Methodist Church, on the east edge of Obion
County, is one of the oldest churches in the area. It is located four
miles south of South Fulton, just west of Highway 45E.
Frank Sellars, one of the oldest members of the South Fulton
Circuit, says that the earliest records show that the church became
a part of the Hickman Circuit in 1856. but that it was organized a
number of years before that date. In fact the church records reveal that W. M. Jones joined the church in 1854, and W. S. and
Jane Underwood joined in September 1855.
A few years before 1856, a young minister by the name of
Simpson Weaver came into the community to preach the Goepel.
Although no records are available, it is not at all improbable that
Bro. Weaver organized the church and was a charter member.
The deed to the four acresof church property was made January 20, 1874, from F. M. Johnson to Simpson Weaver, William
Jones, J. W. Rankin, J. S. Lennox and B. E. Dodd, trustees, for
$52.20 cash in hand. Deed No. 2 was for one acre from Mary W.
Johnson to W. M. Jones, Martin Chambers and other trustees for
$15.00 cash, January 23, 1892.
There have been three houses of worship on the same location,

Louis A. Birk, died Tuesday
MEETING HELD
afternoon, June 2, at his home
A meeting will be held at
in Clinton.
Rock Springs Cemetery next
Funeral services were held Saturday, June 13, at
2:00
Friday, June 5, in Hopkins and p. m., for the purpose
of setBrown Funeral Home, with ting up perpetual care
for the
Rev. John Deal officiating. cemetery. A speaker will
ex.
Graveside rites and burial were plain the set-up.
in Elmwood Cemetery at
Owensboro.
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
Mr. Birk, 80, and his wife
Mrs. Robert Peterson and
operated the Jewell Hotel in Mrs. Robert Whitesell are the
Clinton for many years.
directors for the Vacation Bible
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. School for children four years
Martha Jewell Birk; one dau- old through the sixth grade at
ghter, Mrs. Mary Emily Mc- the First United Methodist
Gilly of Wilmington, Del., and Church, which is in progress
two iirandchildren.
this week. Eighty-eight boys
and girls are enrolled.

John M. Everett

Greenfield
Phone 235.2293

J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

By Mrs. H

Boss to
Jones, when
your typewri
mean it's
break."

the first being a log church. In 1879 a building committee was appointed and, since no records can be found from 1880 to 1908, it is
the assumption that the frame structure was built the first part
of
L880. The present church building was erected in 1912. The building
committee was composed of B. B. Jonakin, R. A. Gossum, M. L.
Chambers and George Thomas. Not much is said in the records
concerning this. At the second quarterly conference, in April 1913,
it was reported that "the membership at Chapel Hill has completed and paid for a beautiful new church building at a cost
of
$2,000." After some repairs it is still very beautiful.
In July 1953 the church school decided to build some classrooms
under the church. The church was air-conditioned in 1850,
The W.S. C. S. was organized February 7, 1954, with twelve.
members. The Youth Fellowship was organized in 1953.
The cemetery near the church is well-kept and contains monuments for the early church members and first settlers of the
cons- munlly.
Rev. Raymond Wright has just been appointed pastor and
will
conduct services each 2nd and 4th Sundays at U a. m.
Sunday
School is held each Sunday at 10 a. m.

These day
can make
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
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Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

Ray Williams Insurance

Park Terrace Motel

"Live Better Electrically"

Restaurant & Gift Shop
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

472-3657

The Revell Store
216 Lake Street

472-2421

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street

CLOSED SUNDAY

South Fulton, Tennessee

Evans Drug Company

472.9072

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
Rye stock
Union City -Fulton Hwy.
479.2111

CHICKEN

a good piece to work
COUNTRY

Liberty Super Market

West State Line
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton and South Fulton

472-2430
Join us after church on Sunday

Dan -Cream, Inc.

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

Broadway

So. Fulton

479-1711

Hornbeak Funeral Home
sot City Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Monday, T
guest arti
as her g

FISH, ALL

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9060

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky

Union City

The Citizen's Bank

Fulton

Maks our bank your bank

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System
305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments" of

472-1471

Hugh
like real
and Chick
The J.
guests, as

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
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Mrs. Crittenden

Mrs. M. V. Rice died Wednesday night, June 3, in the
Crossett Hospital at Crossett,
Arkansas.
Funeral services were held
on Friday, June 5, in the
Crossett Funeral Home.
Mrs. Rice was the mother of
Mrs. Paul Boyd of Fulton. She
is also survived by two other
daughters; two sons; nine
grandchildren, including Mrs.
Tom Templeton of Fulton, and
twenty great grandchildren.

Robert B. Harris

P-5 Fult

Every Ev
occasions a

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

At the Store-or at your door

Complete Electric Service
124 Morrie
471-2177

Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC61412
Clinton, Ky.

653-7771

D
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• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Vacation for the school children in this community began
today. No doubt, most of them
will eagerly welcome the beginning of school as they have
the vacation. Congratulations
and best wishes to the graduates, and especially to those
from this community, Freeman
Brundige, Joey Taylor, David
Parrish and Judy Holmes.
Brother James Jones will be
the speaker at the Homecoming service at Ruthville next
Sunday. Everyone is invited to
enjoy the day with this congregation and all singers have
a special invitation to attend
the singing in the afternoon.
The Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club will meet
in the home of Mrs. Laverne
Owensby on June 18 at 2:00
p. m. Bob Glisson will explain
the ,Stamp Program, so that
those attending will be able to
answer questions concerning
this project correctly. Visitors
are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Brundige and family visited
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
last week.
Congratulations and
best
wishes to Shelia Hazelwood,
who will represent Weal ley
County in the 4-H poultry project in Milan. She will compete
counties in the District.
countries in the District.
Dean Morrison, who was severely injured at work several
weeks ago and who was a
patient in the Baptist Hospital
several weeks, has been dismissed from the hosnital, but
is not able to go back to work
and remains under the doctor's
care.
A welcome is extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Frank
Phillips and family, who recently moved into the community, after living away for
several years. They are living
in the former James Clark
home. The Clarks moved to
Martin, where they are employed, several months ago.
Boss to secretary: "Miss
Jones, when the little bell on
your typewriter rings, it doesn't
mean it's time for • coffee
break."
These days, only an acrobat
can make both ends meet.

S.P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

112
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Aline Williams

By Mrs. Carey Melds

This week-end former Governor Bert T.
Combs will announce his candidacy for a second term as governor of Kentucky. As I look
upon the ten years that have passed since
Combs first became governor I am amazed at
the changes in political philosophy that have
taken place in the electorate.

Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at U a. m. Sunday School was held at 10
a. m., with a good attendance.
Many visitors were on hand to
meet old friends and make
new ones. At noon lunch was
'Twas a time when the support of the
spread on long tables on the
lawn, under the pines. The af- "courthouse politicians" was a great asset to
ternoon was devoted to gospel the state-wide campaign for candidates. Now,
singing, with various singers in some areas, it is a liability, for the accent
taking part. One of the largest
crowds attended than on any is on youth—the eager young Kentuckians
Homecoming Day, the first who want their own world, and the oldsters
Sunday in June.
are welcome to it, if the "old-timers" can
Get Well wishes are extended "dig" the hopes and aspirations
the people
to Mrs. Esther Cunningham,
for their
who has been on the sick list who must assume the responsibility
the past few weeks. We hope destinies.
she will soon be feeling better.
It is perhaps this philosophy that is makNews from the bedside of
Mrs. Dave Mathis, Weakley ing Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford a more formidable
County Rest Home, are that 2andidate each day against the veteran Bert
she shows signs of improvement, which all friends will be Combs. It is truly surprising to find the growing strength of Ford in West Kentucky, and
glad to hear.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields, of particularly here in Fulton County.
Los Angeles, arrived Tuesday
for a week's visit with their
Ford's appeal is so great that even some
mother, Mrs. Ed Frields, and of the old pros around these parts are getting
relatives in the Palmersville
area, Paducah and Union City. on the "Youth Bandwagon" because they
Enroute here, they attended know that Ford is and talks a young man's
the graduation of their son language, and that's where the power is these
Mike Frields, who received his
days.
diploma in pharmacy at the
University of Arizona in TugThere is something else that makes Ford
con on Saturday night, May
30. Mike will be employed as a extremely attractive to the dyed-in-the-wool
pharmacist this summer and Democrats. They have a loyalty to him. While
will enter medical school this some other candidates now in the state-wide
fall.
races were entrenched in safe positions of
All our tarmers will get into
fields the next few days and courts and things, Ford was in there armfinish planting crops of corn twisting cajoling begging pleading speakand beans. Quite a bit of ing and fighting for the Democratic party
spraying for weevils has been
when the chips were down and the cubbard
done. Golden shades of wheat
are shown at this writing and was bare. For the first time in many years the
the harvest will begin in a few party treasury is more than solvent.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene LasYou've just got to hand it to the guy, for
siter and sons, Mark, Stevie whatever others may have blared out for the
and Barry, of Martin, were
Sunday guests of parents, Mr. sake of publicity, Ford was the real leader of
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter, near his party when a leader was needed, outside
here.
of the glare of the TV camera.
The Frields family enjoyed
their gathering Sunday in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eric
Cunningham, Dresden, honorThe Judge Was There!
ing their mother, grandmother
and great-grandmother, Mrs.
Fiscal Court Judge Buck Menees seems
Ed Frields, Who has already to be at the right
place, at the right time,
reached her 90th birthday. At
noon a bountiful repast was en- when he is needed.
joyed by those attending. They
Tuesday Buck was on his way back to
were: Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Frields of Los Angeles, Mr. Hickman from Fulton and was driving down
and Mrs. Randall Cunningham, the Hickman By-pass in Highlands. A little
Steve, Beth and Lori of Washington, Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Jim- two-year old youngster darted out into the
my Argo, Chad and Kim of street almost into the path of the Judge's car.
Hickman; Doyle Frields and Buck stopped, found the child in soaking wet
son, Kerry, of Tyllahoma,
training pants and then proceeded to go doorTenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
L. Smith, daughters, Melodye to-door looking for the parents.
and Tracy, of Dresden, and
The child could only say that her mothyour writer. Each enjoyed the
family gathering and hope to er worked. With some diligent searching
gather again each year as op- Buck found that the little tot had strayed
portunity affords.

of

(and of course, any item on our regular menu is prepared by
superb chefs, seven nights a week)
— MONDAY —
GROUND ROUND STEAK, MUSHROOM SAUCE
French Fried Onion Rings, Baked Idaho Potato.
Choice of Salad
— TUESDAY —
FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS, CREAM GRAVY
Choice of Potatoes, Tossed Green Salad

$1.75

$1.50

CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
(Call in for your orders to go)

as her guest artist.

81.15

— SATURDAY —
Hugh has all hands ready for "Derby Sattidy Night"—
like real service and Steaks and lobster and Chinese Food,
and thicken Livers and right through the menu.
The Jackson' with sweet and mellow tunes and your re.
quests, as you like them.
— SUNDAY —
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
and sing along with the Jacksons
Every Evening — Birthdays and Anniversaries are special
occasions at the Derby — we bake the cake.

DERBY RESTAURANT
PHONE 472-1271
SERVING —4 PM, TO 12 PM.

Can't beat that for public service, can
you?
Not My Cuzin!
In answer to some of your questions.
Cuzin Tinty who wrote to me last week, and
who has recently written a song to answer
Welfare Cadillac is not my real cousin.

WO

— THURSDAY —
90c
COUNTRY HAM HOCK AND WHITE BEANS
Cole Slaw - Hot Corn Cakes
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday ,Bid Harper and
guest artists on the piano and organ—Bid will welcome YOU

— FRIDAY —
_....._.._...
........._
FISH, ALL YOU CAN EAT
The Jacksons on Piano and Organ

away from her grandmother, across the viaduct, across two streets, and onto the busy
highway.

That's her radio name, and she just calls
werybody cousin.

— WEDNESDAY—

em
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS Kentucky.

DERBY SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK

Ly, Inc.

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)

Welfare...Well Fare!
The Hickman Courier is in need of some
reliable carrier boys who can be depended upon to show up each week and make from $3.50
to $5.00 for an hour's work.
I think I have heard the classic welfare
remark ever made in this world. In discussing
a paper route with a 10-year old boy he asked about how much he would make.
I quoted the above figures to him, whereupon he said he'd let me know. He did. He
said that his parents told him the money they
got from the welfare was enough for them to
get along with.
So where's that Cadillac?
Small World
Every day it seems to get smaller too.
Grace French told me of a recent incident
where Margaret (French) and Haydn Williams were in Washington recently visiting
"on the hill." Dropping in to see Senator
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, who do you suppose they met there?.. . Elvis Stain- of Hickman. And then it was old home week.

NEW THRUST--George Perkins, commissioner of Child
Welfare, called for researchers and staff workers to redirect the thrust of their efforts toward the entire community, and away from the study of individuals and
even groups at a seminar at the University of Kentucky,
(Chuck Rippy Photo)

Glenmore Gets Edie Maynard
Distribution
Returns From
Tn Mexico
Girls State
Frank B. Thompson, Jr.,
President of Glenmore Disttrilleries Company, and Roberto
Urtubees, of Mexico City, announced today the formation of
a new Mexican corporation,
Terana, S. A.
The joint venture, owned
equally by Glenmore and the
Urtubees family, will market
Glenmore's and other liquor
products in Mexico and, eventually, South America.
Initially, Terana will distribute KENTUCKY TAVERN
Bourbon, GLENMORE SILVER LABEL Whiskey, OLD
THOMPSON Blended Whiskey,
GLENMORE Gin and Vodka,
and
MACKENZIE Whisky.
Terana
will
also market
GARN1ER Cordials and Brandy, BOLLINGER champagne,
and a line of French table
wines.
Mr. Urtubees will serve as
managing director of Terana,
with headquarters in Mexico
City.

Miss Edie Maynard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Maynard has returned from a
week of intensive study and
participation
in
Volunteer
Girls' State at Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro. The project is sponsored
by the American Legion Auxiliary with Mrs. Edgar Green
as director.
On arrival at Volunteer
Girls' State May 31, Miss Maynard was assigned to the mythical city of Robertson City,
in the simulated county of Hull.
During the week she had active
participation in three branches
of government on the city,
county, and state level.
During the week Miss Maynard occupied the following offices and took part in the activities related to the inauguration of Miss Emily Mann of
Hendersonville as the twentyfourth governor of Volunteer
Girls' State. Edie was elected
as city alderman, named to
the House of Representatives
and was nominated as Best
Citizen. She will also be a
special guest at American Legion Boys' State to the Inaugural Ball, Thursday, June
11, 1970, at Tennessee Tech. in
Cookeville.
She is sponsored by the
Business Professional Women's
The South Fulton High School
Club of Fulton, South Fulton.
class officers for 1970-1971 are
as follows:
The incoming senior class
ATTENDING CAMP
president is Stephen Walker;
Rev. W. W. Kitterman, JeanVice-president, Jerry Oliver;
Secretary, Kay Blackburn; ne Kilzer, Carmon Rudolph
Treasurer, Nancy Blackwell; and Gary Clark, from the FulReporter, Rodney Cummings; ton Cumberland Presbyterian
Sergeant of Arms, Gary Jet- Church, are spending this week
ton; and the Historians are at Camp Clark Williamson,
Mike McKinney
and Judy near Jackson, Tenn. Rev. Kitterman will teach a course at
Powell.
The newly elected junior the camp.
class president is Robert Powell, Vice-president, Mary Jane
Gannon;
Secretary,
Paula
• LATFIAM
Hutchins; Treasurer, Jane FulMrs. W. C. Morrison
ler; Reporter, Leigh Jeffrey;
Historians, Jane Green and
Mrs. Lula Cummings moved
Bessie Pirtle; and Sergeant of
from the Cleatus Lewis house
Arms, Fred Large.
belongThe active sophomore presi- in Latham to a house
Mrs. Carl
dent is Robert Burrow; Vice- ing to Mr. and
president, Cathy McKinney; Brann, last week.
Last report from Mrs. Obera
Secretary, Susan Bloodworth;
patient in
Treasurer, Donnie Crews; His- Shanklin, who is a
Memtorians, Gary Johns and Cathy the Baptist Hospital at
improving
is
that
she
Whitlock; Sergeant of Arms, phis. is
hepatitis.
from
slowly
Bob Winston; and Reporter,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Price, of
Mike Brown.
Francis
The
incoming Freshman Memphis, visited Mrs
Sunday.
class president is Mark Robey; Price in Latham last
Larry Gatewood has bought
Vice-president, Michelle Morplace and
ris; Secretary, Sandy Card- the Bud Billingsby
last Saturwell; Treasurer, Pat Counsel; moved to Latham
day.
Sergeant of Arms, Allen DedMr. and Mrs. Billy Holt and
mon; Reporter, Katie Malary;
have been
Historians Patty Ross and Don son, from Texas,
his mother,
Green; and the Student Coun- vacationing with
and other relacil Representative is Sharye Mrs. Ola Holt,
tives in Latham.
Owens.
Mrs. Montelle Jones and Mrs.
Louise Prince, of Memphis,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ulyess
Dortch last Saturday. Mr.
Dortch is some improved at
this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie CumState offices, which were mings returned from Lexingclosed on Friday, May 26, in ton, Ky. last Thursday, after
observance of Memorial Day, spending a few days with Dale,
Saturday, May 30, also will be Corinne and Sabrina.
closed on Friday, July 3, in
returned
Chess Morrison
observance of Independence from the Fulton Hospital last
Day, which also falls on a Sat- Monday and remains about the
urday, July 4.
same. His visitors last week
were: Mr. and Mrs. Barron
Dixon, Oren and Lola MorriREVIVAL I
son, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Hoyt White is conducting a Vaughan, Jim Travis, Mr. and
series of Gospel meetings at Mrs. Jack Carney, Mrs. 1.4n
the Central Church of Christ rene Parker, Mr. and Mrs
this week, beginning at 7:30 Bonnie Cummings and Mrs
p. m. each evening. The ser- Mavis and Boy Parker.
Several relatives, neighbors
vices will continue through
Sunday, May 14. The public is and friends attended the Grifinvited to hear this Memphis fith reunion at Bible Union
Center last Sunday.
evangelist.

Walker Named
President Of
SFHS Seniors

State Offices To
Close On July 3

Obion "Head
Start" Begins
On June 22nd

Last Wednesday evening Mrs.
Frieda Walston had several
friends from Old Bethel to visit
with her in her home. She has
been a shut-in for several
weeks. Those visiting her were
A new hospital wing wan
Elder Arlie Larimer, Elder and opened June 2nd at the Obion
Mrs. Bobby Crouch and son, County General Hospital in
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Walker, Union City. The 33-bed, 20
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Norman, room third floor will be operatMr. and Mrs. Revel Moody, ed as a minimal care unit
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Hedge, Mr. which will stress self-care and
and Mrs. Everett Terrell, Mrs. a limtied amount of nursing
Mary Cavender, Mr. and Mrs. care.
Earl Williams and Mr. and
Staffing the new wing on
Mrs. Everett Williams. Everyone enjoyed their visit with each shift will be a licensed
Mrs. Walston and each other. practical nurse. The wing,
Refreshments were served by built for $210,000, plus 40,000
for equipment, gives the hosthe ladies.
pital a total of 302 beds.
There was a housekeeping
shower at the One and All Club
This new addition is costing
house Friday night for Mr. the taxpayers nothing, as the
and Mrs. Barry Rozzell, with funds to complete the unit
several attending. They re- were donated by the medicare
ceived many beautiful, as well program.
as useful, gifts, for which they
thank everyone very much.
Word was received here Friday evening of the death of
one of our friends for many
years, Marshall Everett of
Roseville, Michigan. His body
was brought to Hornbeak FunMrs. Vida McClure and Mrs.
eral Home by one of their am- Nancy McConnell are directors
bulances. Funeral was in the of the story hour at the Fulton
chapel Monday and burial was Public Library each Thursday
in Rock Springs Cemetery. Our morning from 9:30 to '10:30,
sympathy goes to Mary, Ken- beginning June 18 and continuneth and Ralph and their fami- ing through July 16. All chillies in their great loss.
dren ages four to seven are inMr. and Mrs. Clarence vited to attend.
French visited Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Williams for a while Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Underwood, of Water Valley
Route, a while Sunday afternoon. They also had Mrs. Pauline Kindred and daughter,
Glenda, and family, from
Union City, visiting with them.
Sunday there was a homecoming for James Lewis'
birthday at his home in Harris,
with a large crowd of friends
and kinfolk attending. Food there was surely plenty of it.
Everyone enjoyed visiting together.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Williams
visited with Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Williams a while Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
had as their guests last week
their grandson, Mike Cannon,
and wife, for a few days. They
are moving to Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Peggy Clement, Mrs.
Nelda Bushart and Jeff Clement have returned home from
a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
David Powell in Cincinnati.
Misses Patti Parrish and
Jan Clement are spending a
few days in Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Gilbert
and Mr. and Mrs. Newman
Croft visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page a while Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cannon
had !heir grandson from collee in Nashville visiting them
this past week.

Kiddies Invited
To "Story Hour"

GREAT

FOR DAD

Father's Day Is
Sunday, June 21s11

SBA Rep Will
Be In Paducah
Small Business Administration business loans have helped
thousands of small firms get
started, expand, grow and prosper as stated by R. B. Blankenship. SBA Regional Director.
In its continued effort to
serve the citizens of Paducah
and surrounding area, an SBA
representative will be at that
agency's part-time office in
the City Hall on the second
floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on
Thursday, June 18. The office
will be open from 9:00 a. m.
until 3:00 p. in.
BODKERS MOVE
Mrs. Richard Bodker and
sons, Jimmy, Tommy and
Richard, have moved to Jackson, Miss., where they will
join Mr. Bodker, Special Agent
for the Illinois Central Railroad, who was transferred to
Jackson in January.

Paris For All
Electric Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

The
sixty-second
dress slack
from Haggar.
There's no waiting to wear
Haggar Forever Prest Plus
dress slacks. They're
precuffed,in your size,
ready to go. In fine fashion
colors that keep you a cut
above the crowd.
Permanently pressed,55%
Dacron5polyester/45%
worsted wool. $

14°°

P. H. Weak's Sons
Lake St.

Fulton

Conley
State I
P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, June 11, 1970 NATIONAL SALES—

When Business Is Good,Everyone Is Happy

:ONGRATULATING THE TOP SALESMAN: (From left) Don
Irondyke, Mt. View, Calif.; Dale Pipkin, Independence, Mo.,

ZY. WINDAGE—
(Continued from page One)
of Commerce in a meeting last week questioned the accuracy of the preliminary
figures released the week before by the Paducah office of the US census for Hickman
County, Chamber President Robert Black
said the directors have written a letter to the
Census Bureau outlining their reasons for
questioning the report.
"Black said that it is possible that hundreds were not counted here, and it is a
known fact that the census questionnaires
had not been_ picked up at all in one community after an enumerator failed to complete the job."
Both Fulton and Hickman Counties
have been reported as losing substantial
population. Just how thorough a job have
our enumerators done? We would like to
know, and hope somebody will find out and
tell us.

(Continued From Page One,
top "Salesman of the Year"
for the company, following by
Allen Fox, Don King, Paul Holman, Maurice Janisse and Ed
Albright.
Selwyn Eddy. president of
Ferry-Morse,
of
Mountain
View: Don Brondyke, division
vice president. Mountain View;
Bob Morgan, vice president
and general manager of the
Fulton plant and Earl Campbell, national sales manager,
were special guests at the dinne:.

Goodyear, TJRW
Announce New
Wage Contract

New contracts totaling more
than $1.30 per hour in wages
and benefits over a three-year
f the local plant; Selwyn Eddy, President of Ferry -Morse Corn. period were signed Sunday in
Milwaukee by the Goodyear
any, Mountain View, California,
Tire & Rubber Company and
the United Rubber Workers.
The contracts,
announced
jointly by the Company and
Union, are subject to ratification by some 23.000 employees
in 16 plants throughout the
country.
Wages, pensions, hospitalization,
medical, insurance,
other benefits and a Joint Oc
cupational Health Program are
covered in the new contracts.
They bring to an end the
URW's strike that started
April 20 when the old contracts
expired.
The total economic package
amounts to an increase over
three years of more than 8
percent. The total wage package amounts to 82c per hour
over the three-year's period.
1 good laugh was enjoyed by this trio when the "little fellow' Danville. Virginia
and Union
the right said that Ferry-Morse Seed Company was success City, Tennessee employees will
.11 because they had hired the Jolly Green Giant of California receive an additional 20c per
hour.
From left) Don Brondyke, Division Vice-president from MounWages will be increased 30c
sin View, Calif., Jo Westpheling and Jack Irby, Territory Man- per hour effective upon the return to work, 26c, per hour on
ger from Santa Ana, Calif.
July 5, 1971, and another 26c
per hour on July 3, 1972. For
employees at Danville and
Union City the additional increases will be 10c per hour,
effective upon the return to
work, and another 10c per hour
on July 5, 1971.
lational salesman of the year for three consecutive years; Bob
nd Dolly Morgan, Fulton, Vice-president and General manager

GIRL SCOUT LEADERS PLEDGE SUPPORT—Attending a meeting of Kentucky
women leaders interested in traffic safety were left to right, Mrs. Evans C. McGraw,
Executive Director, Wilderness Road Girl Scout Council; Mrs. Bruce Davis,
Program Service Director of the Council and Arthur E. Beard, executive director
of the Kentucky Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee. The women pledged the
support of Girl Scouts in 55 counties and said they would pass out traffic safety
leaflets. Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced a two-month campaign against drinking
drivers on Kentucky's highways at the meeting. (Jack Cobb Photo),

Eleven Top
FHS Honor
Standings

A notice this week from the US Department of Commerce announces that the EDA
has allotted $225,000 to add to the $365,000
provided by other Federal agencies for another year of study of the "catfish farming"
industry. In case you didn't know it, "catfish
farming" is concentrated in a total of 100
counties in Kentucky and 15 other neighboring states. The story indicates that all this
cash will be spent either in Alabama, Arkansas, or in the Tower Building in downtown Little Rock, If YOU would like to become a catfish farmer I suggest you write
"Catfish Farmers of America" at the Little
Rock address.
Kentucky newspapermen maybe ought
to take a promotional cue from the distillers,
who like to prop their feet up on the desk
and talk about how their product was developed from a century-old recipe.
Our product was developed from a
recipe five centuries old.
But with all the modern electronic
gadgetry, surveillance, monitoring and calculating injected in today's manufacturing,
we don't see that in either case the date of
origin makes much difference!

The honor roll for Fulton
City High School for the second semester is as follows:
Seniors: Shelia Barron, Patricia Hood, Shelia Owens,
Karen Rice, Betty Tucker,
Faye Ruddle, Mariana Weeks,
Don Hicks, Kim Homra, James
Pawlukiewicz, Patrick Wolff;
Juniors: Ann Mahan, Louella
Puckett,
Janet
Williamson,
Mike Fenwick, Bob Nanney,
Mike Tate, Tommy Taylor;
Sophomores: Evelyn Alexander, Debbie Clark, Shelia
WEATHER REPORT
Harrison, Jane Mary Pawlukiewicz, Linda Stokes, Alice
Caldwell, Anita Cash, Sandra
(From current readings and
The Caldwell County War
Thompson, Bob Engel, Mike
Hatfield,
William
Mitchell, Memorial Hospital Auxiliary records of Jim Hale, South
News From Our
Michael Morgan, Greg Scales, members will sponsor their Fulton.)
THIRD ANNUAL ANTIQUE
Charles Whitnel;
Preclp.
SHOW AND SALE . . . this Date High Low
Boys In The
Freshmen: Gigi Brock, Denise Homra, Eve Nelson, Donna Friday and Saturday .. . June
JUNE
1970
19th and 20th . . . in the CaldSensing, Patrick Gossum, Bobwell County High School Gym- 3
84
66
...
0
by Mahan, Gary Sons, David
nasium on West Main Street in 4
83
62
trace
Thompson.
Princeton, Ky.
74
5
62
1.7
DAVISVILLE, R. T., June 1
Students making all A's are:
The time will be 10 till 10 6
76
56
0
Navy Petty Officer First Class
Gigi
Brock,
Denise
Homra,
Friday
and
10 till 8 Saturday 7
"Number 77" i; shown as she pulls a steep
54
88
0
grade on the Eve Nelson, Alice Caldwell,
William D. Hicks, husband of
and admission will be one dol- 8
89
60
0
the former Miss Beverly A. way into the depot at Tombstone Junction, Kentucky. The Anita Cash, Sandra Thompson, lar. Quality dealers
will be pre- 9
60
90
0
Sutton of wingo, Ky., is now steam engine is the only full-size steam locomotive
Gary Sons, David Thompson, sent, with exhibits
operating in
from as
=rom left) Lou Hutchins, foreman in packet-filling department;
serving with Mobile Construc- Kentucky and
Bob Engel, Greg Scates, Tom- far away as Florida.
FIVE YEARS AGO
one
of
only
three
east
of
the
Mississippi
River. In my Taylor.
andy Jeffress. supervisor of the reconditioning department tion Ballation One at DavisJUNE 1965
addition to a very unusual train ride on 21/2 miles of
id Ned Waldrop, foreman of shipping and receiving depart- ville, R. I.
standard
gauge track, tourists can step back into the pages of
3
3
tents, talk a little "Shop."
history in
4
BEAUFORT, S. C., June 2— Tombstone Junction, an extensive
trace
western town which is built
5
Marine
Sergeant James R.
0
in the style of the post-Civil War era. The train and
town are lo6
Neil, husband of the former
.7
7
Miss Peggie S. Stroud of Route cated one mile west of Cumberland Falls State Park in South.6
Commissioner Charles Rob1, Crutchfield, Ky., returned eastern Kentucky on Ky. Highway 90,
.5
ert Bennett, mayor pro tem, 8
A contract not to exceed presided at the meeting
to Marine Corps Air Station,
trace
of the 9
$107,104.40 has been awarded Fulton City Commission MonBeaufort, S. C., following a
NINE YEARS AGO
to the C & W Construction day night, June 8.
three-week deployment with
JUNE 1961
Company of Union City for
Marine Attack Squadron 331
Mayor Nelson Tripp was abbuilding a stadium parking lot sent, due to being a patient in 3
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
oo
at The University of Tennessee the Baptist Hospital in Mem- 4
Independence in the Atlantic.
The following were patients
at Martin.
phis
and
Commissioner
J. D. 5
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes.2
Work on the project has al- Hales was also absent.
JACKSONVILLE, N. C., June
Willow
Plunge swimming
6
trace
day, June 10:
1—Marine Corporal Don R.
Prior to the brief business 7
pool will be open on Thursday ready begun and completion
trace
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
session, at which only routine 8
afternoons as a part of the date is September 1.
1"
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
In addition to stadium park- business was handled, those 9
Grover C. Wright of Route 4,
South Fulton Recreation Pro.4
Thelma Ilaygood, Elizabeth gram. Swimmers must
Fulton, Ky., was promoted to
be ing, the lot will provide the present saw a demonstration
his present rank while serving Cross, Lucille Crumble, Doro- members of the South Fulton main parking area for com- of plastic garbage bags, now in
muting students. Staff parking use in some cities, with a Moat Marine Corps Helicopter thy Lavine, Elizabeth Chand- Recreation program.
will also be available for the bile Chemical Company repreAir Station New River, Jack- ler, Wallace Brockwell, Carnell
The hours are 1 to 3 p. m.
Nethery, Fulton; Mary Smith,
Administration,
sonville, N. C.
Agriculture- sentative explaining the use of
for children through the 8th
Biology and Fine Arts build- the bags.
His promotion was based on Edna Holt, James Atkins, Faye grade,
Between Martin & Union City
3:30 to 5:30 p. m. for
Ilenderson,
ings.
Paulette Roach,
time in service and rank, milichildren in 9th through 12th
DOWN IN FRONT!" Says Randy as the News photographer tary appearance, and his know- Mary Kelly, South Fulton; EsThe new parking lot will tie
BIBLE SCHOOL
grades.
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
in with the walk systems unMt. Zion Cumberland Presime around to "shoot" this genial group at the Ferry-Morse ledge of selected military sub- telle Pickens, Mary Swift,
Swimmers must show memJUNE 11, 12, 13
Water Valley; Gracie King,
der construction at the Fine byterian Church, near Water
jects.
bership cards.
nner party. Group includes, (From left) Lee Green, Joe SanArlington;
Arts and Agriculture-Biology Valley, will hold its Vacation
Double Feature
Essie
Jennings,
.rs, Ned Waldrop, Richard Cardwell, Randy Jeffress and Ed
buildings in such a manner that Bible School next week, June
CAMP LEJEUNE, N. C., James Lucy, Hickman: Donna
Starts at Dusk
pedestrians
can have easy ac- 15-19, from 9:00 to 11:30 a. m. Kevin Coughlin, Larry Casey
May 26—Marine Private John Jordon, Mozelle Brown, Clinath, Regional Salesman, southwest region.
cess
ton.
to
all
buildings on north Rev. James Lawson, pastor,
W. Hibbs, son of Mr. and Mrs.
campus, Dr. Mays said.
John W. Hibbs of Water ValThe Gay Deceivers
invites all children to attend.
Enrollment for the eight.
ley, Ky., was graduated from
FULTON HOSPITAL
and
week summer term at Murray
Motor Vehicle Operator Course,
Fletcher Gattis, Joe Mann, State Unviersity is expected
Vincent Price
to
Service Support Schools, Ma- Mrs. Lady
Nell Craddock, Mrs. be near the all-time high mark
rine Corps Base, Camp Le- Eula Carter,
Scream and Scream
Walter Stovall, of last year when students
jeune, N. C.
Mrs. Patsy Collier, Buford register Monday, June
15.
Again
Walker, Mrs. Georgia Hill,
Last summer's enrollment
USS VALCOUR May 25— Fulton; Mrs.
Beverly Glover established a new record with
Navy Chief Petty Officer Wil- and baby, W.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
D. Elliott, South 3,209 students taking classes.
liam G. Clark, son of Mr. and Fulton; Mrs.
JUNE 14-15-16
Callie Walker, An additional 243 students atLet Cates and Hyland Insurance Agency show
Mrs. Felts M. Clark of 412 Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Lessie tended the three-week intersesDouble Feature
Carr St., Fulton, Ky., is now Forrester,
Doy Taylor, Mrs. sion which follows the summer
you how to stay ahead of the rising costs of
Starts at Dusk
serving on the staff of Com- Nina Gilbert and
baby, Route term.
John Wayne, Glen Campbell
mander Middle East Force 3, Fulton;
Mrs. Lois Harrison,
being hospitalized.Imagine your feeling of seClasses for the summer sesaboard the flagship USS Val- Mrs. Mary
Browder, Route 4, sion this year begin Tuesday.
True Grit
cour in the Red Sea,
Fulton;
Cleatus
curity when you know you have $55.00 per
Wilbanks, June 16, and continue through
and
Omer Owsley, Roy Parks, Mrs. Aug. 7. A large selection
of
CAMP GORVAD, VIETNAM Virginia Davis,
day (if you qualify) coverage, as outlined by
Route 5, Ful. both graduate and undergraduMy
Side
Of The
June 3—Don R. Green, son of ton; Mrs. Era
Wiley, Route 1, ate courses is available.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Green, Wingo; Mrs.
Mountain
either
Paul Cates, phone 479-1881, or Bob
Bessie Hedge,
106 Edding, Fulton, Ky, was Route 1,
Dukedom; Wanda
ORIENTATION DAY
promoted recently to Army Walker, Hickman;
Starts Wed., June 17
Hyland,
phone 472-2302 - or you may write
Mrs. Vassie
High school seniors entering
specialist four while serving as Wilkerson, Route
3, Hickman; The University of Tennessee at
to
=rem left) John Sullivan, Regional Sales Manager and jack the chaplain's
Latitude Zero
assistant with Cecil Shaw, Route 4,
Hickman; Martin during
the
1970-71
ichardson, owner and caterer of Boyett's Restaurant, make. Headquarters Company, 9th Mrs.
Leffie Baker, George academic year and their parand
CATES
and
HYLAND
Inspection of the sumptioirs food array before calling the Engineer Battalion, 1st Cavalry Black, Route 4, Union City; ents
will be on the UTM
Tarsan's
Box
387
Division (Airmobile) at Camp Bernie
Deadly
Campbell, Water Val- campus Saturday, June 20, for
mg to get In line and "help themselves."
Gorvad, Vietnam.
Fulton, Ky.
ley.
a one-day orientation program.
Silence

Antique Show Opens
At Princeton Friday
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Bruce Conley, Union City attorney and a partner in the firm
of Maness and Conley,
announced today that he will be a
candidate
for the Tennessee
House of Representatives, subAct to the Democratic
primary here on Aug. 6.
He will be a candidate for the
36th
Floterial District
Post
which is composed of Obion,
Lake and Weakley counties.
Mr. Conley is marrgo
and
has one son. He is a itiber
of
the Bishop Street Church
of
Christ, a Mason, a member of
the Union City Jaycees and the
Loyal Order of Moose. He is a
veteran of the U.S. Army paratroopers.
In addition to his legal training, the candidate has a degree
in public administration and political science from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
"1 would like to ask the people
of Obion County to consider my
qualifications for this office and
my desire to be a working representative for the district,"
said Mr. Conley in his announcement.
"I have a degree in public administration in addition ins law
degree. I worked In the Mete

David Sams,
an honor graduate of Carlisle
County High School in the class
of 1970, has been awarded a
four-year full scholarship to the
U.S. Air Force Academy.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Sams Jr., of Bardwell, Sams re.
ceived the appointment from
U.S. Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Sams Sr., and Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Cheniae of Fulton, and attended grade schbol
at Carr Elementary before his
family moved to Bardwell.
Outstanding in basketball at
Carlisle, Sams was twice named
to the All-Purchase team (1999
and 1970) won honorable mention this year on the All-State
team, and was named the Carlisle Comets' most valuable player during his sophomore, junior
•
and senior years.
As a senior he was elected
president of the Beta Club, a
high school honor society and
also served on the school's Annual staff.
Sams is expected to play basketball for the academy. He was
offered scholarships by several
other major colleges and universities, including West Point.

qualification is that I want to
work. If I am elected, I will
make every effort to insure
that our district receives favor.
able consideration when sate
programs are enacted and funds
allocated."
Mr. Crley is the only andahcildite from Obion
nounced
two
County for either of the
House seats that Obion County
shares with Lake and Weakley.
35th and 36th FloBoth the
terial Districts are composed
of the same three counties. Ned
is
of Dresden
McWherter
presently serving in the 35th Dtstrict
and
has
no
announ:ed
illtVer COWLS!
opponent. Mr. Conley's entrance
Department of Personnel for into the race, however, brings
to
three the number of persons
four years where I had an opportunity to study the problems seeking the 36th Floterial Disare
of Tennessee state government. trict seat. The others
"However, my most important from Weakley and Lake counties.

MARKETIN A

THE NEWS :=1

Amer

THE FE RRYJAORSE SALES STAFF for the entire U. S. north region gathered for this picture last Thursday night during the
evening festivities honoring two retiring salesmen. The group includes, (From left) Paul Holman, Louisville, Kentucky: Ed
Albright, Buffalo, New York; Red White St. Louis, Mo.; John Sullivan, Fulton; Maurice Janisse Boston Mass.; Don King,
Ocean Grove, New Jersey; Joe Bach, Milwaukee, Wisc.; Norma Benedict, Fulton; Don

Thompson, Washington, D. C.: Garth

Preclp.
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FULTONIAN RETIRES at Ferry-Morse: Ben Burley, (center) who lived in Fulton for six of the 44 years he was associated with the Ferry-Morse Seed Company, is shown
with fhe men he worked with irk this region. (Above, from left): Harvey Shelton, Territorial
Manager; Willis Lovers, Territorial Manager; Gene Baker, Regional Sales Manager
of Fulton
and C. D. Wammock, Territorial Manager.

Miss Barker
Entertained
With Luncheon
Miss
Brenda Barker, bride-elect of
John Shepherd, was honored recently with a luncheon at Holiday Inn. Hostesses for the event
were Mrs. Bob McKnight and
Miss Rebecca McKnight.
Miss Barker wore a navy
crepe dress with white trim.
Her accessories were also navy.
She was presented a corsage of

white pompons and a gift from
the hostesses.
Guests were seated at a long
table featuring a crystal epergne
with magnolia blossoms and
white tapers.
Invited guests were the honoree, her mother, Mrs. Virgil
Barker; mother of the groom,
Mrs. W. J. Shepherd; Mesdames
L. A. Clifton, A. B. Roberts,
Tony Taylor, Bob Brown, Mike
Cole, Ray Williams; Misses Joy
Jobe, Barbara Brown, Dee
Fields, Kathy Walker of Tullahoma, Tenn., and the hostesses.

Georgia Produce
Fresh from the fields
by overnight truck

ALLEN'S
FRUIT STAND
Jct US 45 & K. Ave.
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Drive a Datsen,tbou detide...ft's a sound move.
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DATSUN

SEDANS • WAGON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS

The imported car with the ortewatic trawswission from Mrade,
ma 17

*so

idly

Latsiter-McKinney
Datsun
Phone 753-7114
810 Sycamore, Money, Ky.
•Open Ihrenhoge Until 8:00 P.M.

Lake St — Fulton, Ky.

s \Take

Home /
Service

FRIED CHICKEN, PIZZA
Dine & Dance-3: P.M. Till 12: P.M.
--issa•mistomws••••woosowniawalwesimmong

r---

IMP•g7g/n0_ngligig•It1411Mn

Big 5- HP, 25 INCH CUT
3 - Speeds Forward. Plus
Neutral and Reverse!
Reg. $314.95
Reduced To

$25.00

-r

newmkainthereimmusi

.1110
.
1141 0_i.11.414.1.1.4

RUGGED WIZARD
8 - HP, 38" CUT
Designed For The
Toughest Lawn Mowing

Reg. $479.95
Reduced To

%...

$409.95

— RAIN OR SHINE —

ice

$2.99 gal.
Railroad Salvage
Company

SHARE THE NEWS
WITH A NEIGHBOR!

10:00 A. M.

ceivers

Oil or Latex

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
ON RIDING MOWERS

Union City

DATSUN also gives you these All-American favorites:
•A 96 horsepower overhead cam engine...
the most powerful in its class.
•Safe stopping front disc brakes.
•Independent 4-wheel suspension
(sedans only).
• Up to 25 miles per gallon.
• A load of extras at no extra cost.

HOUSE PAINT

Save At Western Auto! Shop New!

PUBLIC SALE

It can in a DATSUN

OUTSIDE WHITE

Barbecue

Call Us

man residents knew they had
diabetes. Recent tests show
that as many as an additional
1.5 per cent are diabetic.

Household Furniture & Antiques, Automobile
Saturday, June 13, 1970 at

. • SAT.
12, 13
iture
usk
arry Casey

Prices Good This Month

FRANKFURT—Two years ago
about 1.5 per cent of West Ger-

Broadway Auction Theatre

Can an automatic
transmission from Muncie
find happiness in

Best Grade

2- gal. $7.00

3 Pct. Are Diabetic

Come to the "Flea Market

Licensed and Bonded

2 - gal. $5.00

(Slaty and other pictures on page one first section).

(For Consignment Only)

Rubert Ainlev. auctioneer

WALL PAINT

Bonselaar, Holland, Mich.; Dale Pipkin, Independence, Mo., salesman of the year' Mike O'Brian, Pittsburgh, Pa., Ed Nelson,

Columbus, Ohio and Jack Burke, Detroit, Miciagan.

Auction Fri. Nile 7:30 pm

201 - 203 S. Broadway, South Fulton
EVERY SATURDAY
WE BUY — SELL — TRADE
Used furniture, antiquc,s, anything of value
JIMMY HARTHCOCK, Owner

479_9
11a0a2if

INSIDE LATEX

Good Grade

FULTON, Ky., June 6—Fellowship Hall of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church was the
scene of a pre-nuptial event
honoring Miss Judy Olive, brideelect of Jerry Elliott.
The Loyal Workers Class of
the church was the host with the
following serving as hostesses:
Mrs. Arnold Mullins, Mrs. A. B.
Thacker, Mrs. Charles McMorris, Mrs. T. E. Wilson, Miss
Alliene Lawrence and Miss Pauline Thompson.
The bride-elect wore a pink
knit frock with white accessories
and her gift corsage was of
white mums.
The refreshment table was
centered with a yellow and green
arrangement flanked by yellow
candles in silver holders.

(TRADE DAY) AT
readings and
Hale, South

I

Bridal Party
Given For
Judy Olive

Public Auction Sat. Nile 7:30 pm
REPORT

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1970

1.71,TON. KENTUCKY
nagionMe

(You Save,

At the homeplace of the late
Mr. Harry Wallace, located on

$70.00

the Middle Road between
WFUL Radio Station and McDade Construction Company.

111111egiallthaiiammeoatemoimari.meranseallthenemeinioiamsnalth

Kelvinator

Electric Range,
Kelvinater Elec. Refrigerator,
Dinette Set, Chairs, Dish Safe
Glass
Doors,
Cookware,
Dishes, Small
Appliances,
Churns, Cabinets.
G. E. Television, Antenna,
Rotary, Couch, Chair (HideA-Bed) Zenith Radio, Room
Divider Bookcase, Roll-6Way Bed, Two 9x12 Wool
Rugs, Belco 20- Electric Fan,
Tables-Inlaid Tops, Quilts,
Blankets,
Linens,
Glider
Swing - Lawn Furniture, 3pc. Antique Bedroom Suite, 3
Kerosene Lamps, 2 Cabinet
Radios, Sewing Machine, Eureka Vacuum Cleaner.
1951 Buick Electra, 4 dr.
Hardtop, 7400 Miles. Hand
Tools of all kinds, No. 4 Dinner Bell on Pole Stand.
Other items Too
To Mention.
COL. RUBERT
Auctioneer.

Ng/Manly'

AINLEY,

Bring each and
every winter garment to us to be
safely stored for

ONLY ONE LEFT!

$479.95 Lawn

y Riding Mower

3d9.99

ONLY ONE LEFT!

the summer and

5- HP. 25" Cut Mkt Mower

cleaned ready for

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE! REAR MOTOR!

fall!

tLJ

8-HP. 30" Cut Bias
..0..........N=.0.0111104)411W041111W
o Mower

$212.95
$369.88

tg=MIY/41MIE/o4IIMP•041M00411011/rnig

PICKUP AND DELIVERY
TELEPHONE 472-1700

OR-Pdvadaus
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. MC
218 East State Line, Fulton, Kv.

We still have all kinds of push and self-propelled mowers,
too, Shop Today for Big Savings Ai:—

WESTERN AUTO STORE
202 Lake Street

Fulton

Telephone 472-1774

Population Up
In Weakley

State and county officers filed •wick of Tiptonville, agent for the
two charges involving the illegal state Department of Revenue.
sale of beer and the illegal posMuse, whose beer license was
session of untaxed cigarettes revoked last month after he
against Raymond Mutift
pleaded
guilty to selling beer tc
alter
lawmen said another officer made a minor, was charged Wednesday
a pur chase at muse's Jiny June with selling beer without a license and with possessing and
Hon on the Fulton highway
offering for sale cigarettes not
Obion County Sheriff T. C. Mcbearing Tennessee tax stamps.
Cullough made the arrest
He posted $500 bond on the
accompanied by Jack beer charge and $250 bond on
Charlton of Dyersburg, agent for the cigarette charge and was rethe Tennessee Bureau of Crim- leased, Sheriff McCullough said.
inal Identification, and Joe ChadSheriff McCullough said 2,036

.
Zute

go I-0

r

rerlor.PINI

Monday and Friday nites
Juke box flues; no cover charge
Tues. - Wed. - Thur. Rites
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Saturday Niles
The Mood Indigo

The City of Jackson had a
gain of 4,886 with a 1970
population of 39,262. Dyersburg increased from I2,499to

The preliminary report showed Weakley with a population

of 28,115 in 1970, compared
to 24,227 in the 1960 count,

13,942 and Humboldt's population climbed from 8,482 to
10,000.

Counties losing population,
addition to Haywood and
Fayette, were Tipton, Crockett, Lauderdale and Lake. All

Madison County's population increased by 3,272 to

are predominantly agricultural areas.

In

BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!

AUTOMATIC
CONFISCATF.D—Olann County Sheriff T.C.
McCullough looks over Kentucky taxed cigarettes and a large quantity of beer which
he and state officers confiscated
from the Jiffy Junction on

the Fulton highway. The proprietor was
charged with selling beer without a license
and with possessing and offering for resale
cigarettes without Tennessee tax stamps.

cans and bottles of beer,approximately 83 cases, were confiscated by the officers, along with
14 cartons of cigarettes bearing Kentucky tax stamps.
We had a number of reports
that beer was still being sold
at the business, despite the fact
that Mr. Muse had lost his beer
license," Sheriff McCullough
said. "So an off-duty officer
visited the store to see if he
could make a purchase and Mr.
Muse personally sold him two
cartons."
Sheriff McCullough said the
purchase was made about 3:25
p.m. The officers arrived about
two and a hal/ hours later, armed with search warrants, confiscated the beer and cigarettes
and made the arrest.
Muse's troubles with the law
began last month when he was
charged with selling beer to a
minor. On May 14, he waived a
jury trial in Obion County Circuit Court and pleaded guilty.
Judge Phil Harris imposed a
fine of $50 and costs.
The county's beer board met
May 19 and revoked Muse's beer
license. Later that same day
Muse and his wife became involved in an altercation with
Bill Blakemore, a member of
the beer board, and blows were
exchanged. As a result, Muse and
his wife were charged with assault and battery and, in Genral
Sessions Court on May 25, were

Dad's Fishin For A
Crva4

bound over to the grand jury on
the charges. They were released
on bonds of $125 each.
"There are other places in
Obion County where intoxicants
are being sold to miners and
where other kinds of illegal trattic in intoucants have been reported," said Sheriff McCullough Wednesday night. "Whenever It is possible to obtain
evidence, we mean to put a stop
to such violations."
Revenue Agent Chadwick pointed out that transporting out-ofstate cigarettes into Tennessee
in substantial quantities is a
violation of state law. Persons
are permitted one carton each
and no more.
"Transporting 25 cartons or
more is a felony and can mean
a penitentiary sentence," he explained. "If it's fewer than 25
cartons It's only a misdemeanor.
Even so, the fine can range
from $100 to $1,000 and a person can be sentenced to as much
as 11 months and 29 days in
Following the criminal action,
the agent continued, the sate is
empowered to file a civil sub
in an attempt to confiscate the
vehicle in which the cigarettes
were transported.
Agent Chadwick also pointed
out that transporting more than
five gallons of out-of-state beer
into Tennessee also Is a violation of the law and the penalties
are similar.

DOMINION HIGH-DOME

FLOAT LIGHT ROAST'N FRYER

BUILT-IN BLINKER COLLAR
All purpose safety lantern. It
blinks, it float s. Waterproof.
Brilliant beam. Unbreakable.

NEW TEFLON II COATING
FRY BASKET INCLUDED
IMMERSIBLE
FOR EASY
CLEANING

SEALED BEAM REFLECTOR
4-WAY SWITCH

SPACE BLUE
COLOR

PLASTIC CASE
4
-,

COMPARE
AT $24.88
ROASTS
FRIES
BAKES
GRILLS

7-PC. SET AVOCADO

HAMILTON BEACH

COOKWARE

BLENDER

SUPER-HARD TEFLON II

PUSH BUTTON CONTROL

4
11
1
r
1i

Heavy gauge aluminum. Teflon
II coating. Foods can not stick.

Bay Family Shoe Store

Coolerator

FULTON, KY.

General Electric
14 CUBIC FOOT

Refrigerator - Freezer

$225.00

• Automatic Thermostat
• 3-Speed Fan •Fresh Air Intake
• Stale Air Exhaust
• 4-Way Adjustable Grilles

12 Cubic Foot
UPRIGHT FREEZER

$210.00

ROCKING LOVE SEAT
EARLY AMERICAN
$115.00

• Flush Mount
• Slide-out Chassis

17,000
$269.95
20,000 BTU ____ $299.95:
23,000 BTU ____ $329.94:

9 x 12

501

Linoleum Rugs

Nylon Carpet

$4.88

$4.99 sq. yd.

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Emergency
Number

114 Lake St.

Frankfort is the first city in
Kentucky to be served with the
new 911 emergency telephone
number. Dialing the number
summons police, firemen or an

Fulton, Ky.•N ambulance.

At

SIZE 7 TO 14 SAVE AT

BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS
PERMA PRESS NOW

GIRL'S 2-Pc. SHORT SETS
SIZE 2 TO 6x

SAVE AT

crars SHORTS
SIZE 3-6x, 7 TO 14

MEN'S DRESS SOCKS

Al
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TOOTHPASTE
REGULAR OR MINT
2-QUART PLASTIC

Napkins Plates
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•44-0Z. CONTAINER
• REMOVABLE BLADES
• CORD STORAGE
•SELECTOR SWITCH
•42-PG. COOKBOOK
• 10 FREE PARTY TIME
DRINK MIXES

CHECK THESE $1.00 SPECIALS
cent, was cut in half last January and dies altogether July 1,
the day the government's new
fiscal year begins. Its passing
will cost $4.5 billion in federal
revenue.
Ending the surtax won't mean
much to the average taxpayer
—an extra 70 cents a week for
four - member families with
$5,000 yearly incomes, $1.70 if
Income is $10,000—but taken together It will be a substantial
economic stimulant matching
the one that accompanied the
January cut.
Dr. Harold C. Passer, the
Commerce Department's chief
economist, last week listed the
expiration of the surtax as one
of the major factors behind official administration forecasts of
a business upturn. The others
were smaller—$4 billion from
higher Social Security payments
and $3 billion from higher federal pay.
The cut will be especially welcome to taxpayers with incomes
of $5,000, because their withholding taxes actually rose in
January despite the surtax reduction.
Last year, $5.70 was deducted
from weekly pay of $96.15. Since
then it has been $6.10, an anomaly the Internal Revenue Services called a "quirk." It was
caused, the IRS said, by bugs in
the complex mathematical formulas needed to figure out the
new low income allowance included in the Tax Reform Act
Congress passed last December.
The taxes are collected at the
rate of 4.8 per cent until they
reach a maximum of $374.40 for
the year.

REPOR

II

14-SPEEDS

SPORTOCASINS'

Pay
envelopes grow a little fatter
next month when the income
tax surcharge, imposed in Lyndon B. Johnson's last year as
president to help pay for the
Vietnam war, becomes history.
The tax, originally 10 per

Fulton, Ky.

crease of 3,888 for the

population of 456,039.

WSW'S

Open 5: p. in. to Midnivht

IS JUNE 21

Page 2

In a preliminary report,
District Census Director John'
Weakley County, helped by
V. Howse listed a total popusoaring enrollment at the
lation of 459,404 for the 20 the
University of Tennessee at
West Tennessee counties, The Martin, had a population in1960 census gave the area a
decade.

Weakley and Madison counties scored the largest increases, while Haywood and
Fayette counties suffered the
biggest losses (lithe 20-county

Zeuta

Thursday, June 11, 1970

63,927, but there was a net
loss in the portion of lie county
outside the corporate limits of
Jackson.

Fourteen of 20 West Tennessee counties registered
population gains in the 1970
census, but the net increase
for the decade amounted to
less than one per cent, according to preliminary reports of the Bureau of the Census.

at the CELLAR LOUNGE

THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321

Fulton, Ky.
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ED JONES
8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE

This is the time of year that high schools, colleges, and
Universities giant diplomas to their graduating seniors. For
•nt reached
centuries this ceremony has been firmly
tradition.
All across the country during this time of year, graduathig
seniors will be gathering to hear speakers congratulating
then and 'give them advice. Congratulations are certainly
In order, and there are few of us who could not profit from
some occasional sound advice.
I is not my purpose hereto offer advice to the new graduates.
hafted, they could probably give me a few pointers. There
Is no doubt in my mind athat they have been exposed to a
better education than I had been when I was in their position.
They are more aware of the world they live in than I was
at their age,
and It is a good thing they are beanie the
world they face
.
is much more complex than the one I Laced.
The member' of the Class of 1970 have never lived in a
world free of the nuclear bomb. They grew up In a world
of instant communication, with television news telling them
of world events almost as 1100n as they happen. Their constant
awareness of possible destruction be. given a cast to their
lives that no other generation he, ever experienced.
The class of 1970 feces other problems that noPreviour
generation has ever had to face bead on. For examille„ we
known for a long time that the world's population has
have
been growing faster than our ability to sustain the additional
people. But now cite have reached the point where the earth's
population is doubling every 3/ years. In fact there are 150.,
000
more persons living oh this planet fit now than there
were just 24 hours ago. This population prisblem is staring
the Class of 1970 equarely in the face, and this generation
of graduates must find the solution before it ls too late.
This generation must also find ways of coping with pollution.
'Until fairly recently, the pollution of our land, air,and water
could be heated as mere eyesores or unpleasant odors.
But now the problem of how In dispose of wastes be. become
a threat to man's survivaL'Ms generation must leirn how'
to prevent the contamination of the basic necessities of life-the air,food,and water supplies.
Many
Many other problems are begging for solutions
from this generation. Haw to redistribute the ration's population, which has flocked to the cities and deserted the
countryside since World War; must be worked out by those
who are now graduating. This population imbahnce has produced many serious ride effects such as increased crime,
drug abuse, and poverty.. These problems too must be met
by this generation.
The tasks awaiting the Class of 1970 are monumental.
They will require hard work, determination, a willingness
to work together, and an acute sense of responsibility. The
vast majority of these graduates possess these qualities,
and lam confident that they can rise to meet the challenges
that lie ahead.
When the seniors march across the stage to receive their
diplomas, I want them to know that we have a great deal
of faith in them. The world is depending on them.

AIAMR
POINTS
& MINOR, TOO
ay 11105005 N 1111ARNSTROW
COMO RIOS: This settlement
" got itteame from the Spaniards
:and from the fact there were
' eight rivers here. The Spaniards
,8'ave way to the British early
in Jamaica's history and one of
the rivers got lost in an earthquake. But Ocho Rios remains
a good name, and it is famed
throughout the Caribbean for
the fine beaches and hotels
along the nearby coastline.
Best-known is the luxurious
Playboy Club-Hotel, which has
been booked to a reported capacity since it opened in 1965.
It is a tremendous resort on a
white sand beach.
The familiar Playboy bunnies
are here, and some of them even
double as lifeguards. They add
a certain touch, but the costumes
they wear are maybejust a shade
less revealing than the bikinis
worn by most of the feminine
guests.
Tourism is brisk, with new
hotels abuilding, along the entire
north coast of Jamaica, where
the trade winds are so delightful.
Prices could strain your budget,
however, particularly during the
winter season, so investigate
carefully before you come. And
if you are planning on Ocho
Rios, remember it is 11
/
2 hours
by road from Kingston and
2/
1
2 hours from Montego Bay.
cc.
HEADLINES! NEVER
EXPECT TO SEE
Nasser welcomes Golda Meir
on Cairo Vacation
Chicago White Sox win pennant
Joe Nemeth Joins WCTU
Newspaper's Editorial Policy
Pleases Every Reader.
•• •
MERELY MUSING: The
guy whose grandfather came
across the plains on foot now
thinks he's enduring hardship
when his electric razor quits

WITH $500 OR MORE ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

3-Lb. Pkg. Or More

59C
69
Lb.69C
Lb.59
SAVE 20t
9C JANE
PARKER
Lb-59C
WHITE BREAD
L.29C
69C
Braunschweiger
Lb.913C
Rib Steak
5(4
Beef Liver
5 39C
ALP
Corn
FARM FRESH PRODUCE
Cherries
59C
JUMBO 23 SIZE
Blueberries 2"Ts89C
CANTALOUPES
9c
.
Red Potatoes,..!4!?4
L. 29C
Peaches
0-69t
Mayonnaise

Hamburger
Ground Beef
"SUPERPork Chops.
RIGHT
Perch
FULLY COOKED
Flounder
SEMI-BONELESS
Pork Roast
Whole Fryers

Lb.

3 Lb. Pkg. or More

Lb.

First Cut

Fried Ocean

Fried

7 Rib Portion

HAMS

No Limit-No Purchase Required

SLICED
LB.

Chunk Bologna Or

89t

Lb'

Super-Right Beef

Sliced

Lb'

Sweet Yellow

Ea"

Bing

Lb.

and he has to shave by hand.
— Al Musser.
•• •

Fresh

VACATION AHEAD?: It
will be wise to make a reservation ahead, too, says Ed Brockman, travel expert of the Allstate Motor Club. Many resorts
already have heavy bookings.
And if you're thinking of the
Osaka Expo '70, be doubly
sure you have a confirmed room
reservation. All of Japan will
be tight, very tight, during the
spring and summer, the Allstate
people are advised.
• ••

B-Size New

5 Lb.

FRESH, JUICY

Hellmann's

Mazola

A man swallowed a table
tennis ball and was rushed to
the hospital for emergency surgery. Upon awakening he was
alarmed to find incisions all over
his torso. "Why?", he asked
the surgeon, "was it necessary
to cut me up so badly?""Well,"
the doe replied, "that's the way
the old ball bounces." — Romain Brandt.
•• •

Kleenex Boutique

ALLGOOD
SLICED

SAVE 254
GREEN GIANT

Family Napkins
Dawn Fresh Mushroom

BACON

MY FAVORITE JOKES:
The greatest threat to a wellinformed America is the miniskirt. I haven't read a paper
on the train in months . . . I
never knew the Little League in
our town was so professional
until the morning they traded
my outfielder son to Los Angeles. — Mickey Mervin.

5% Oz.
Can

10c NIBLETS CORN

Our Own

Tea Bags B—fiN 79C
Saltine Crackers...4 13oLxbe'S
Margarine

$1

Marvel

3

A & P 100% Corn Oil

• ••
MINOR NOTES: The difference between capitalism and
communism, according to Walt
Kraemer, is they can't give
THEIR astronauts a ticker tape
parade ... American compacts,
we're told by George Lemont,
are longer, lower and wider
than any other small cars in
the world . . . a wonderful
hotel, if you're going to St.
Tropez on the French Riviera,
is the Byblos, done in early
Phoenician style and charming,
absolutely chinning.. ..and a
splendid hotel in lively Killarney
is the Great Southern .. ,excellent dish, if you're fortunate
enough to visit Yelapa on the
Mexican coast near Puerto Val!arta, in tortuga, which is the
Spanish word for turtle .

2 LB. PKG.

$1.49

c
1 tLnbs

$11

BAR TLETT
PEAR HALVES

61607.
CREST
TOOTHPASTE "'-

'AP

694

16 OZ.
CANS

With This Coupon
Good Only At A & P hood Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., June 13
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

16
OZ.
CANS

KITCHEN SLICED

SAVE 234

SAVE 334
BINDER TWINE

KEN-L-RATION
BURGERS 36-0Z.
FOR DOGS PKG.
With This Coupon
Good Only At A & P rood Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., June 13
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
C-025

RY
PiL9ur
DETERGENT

Mower Sections & Guards
and any kind of mower parts

SAVE 254
GREEN GIANT

GREEN BEANS

WITH COUPON BELOW

AP e MS 3

12 OZ.
CANS

KLEENEX
TOWELS

TOP

OUR

Plow Shares, Disc Blades

FITS
;HT

32-0Z.
BTL.

IVORY LIQUID
DETERGENT
32 Oz. Btl.

Get them all at
TEE° TRACTOR PARTS
111 Broadway, South Fulton

479-2225

WITH
COUPON
IN AD

494

With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sal., June 13
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coo pore Per Customer

KLEENEX
TOWELS

2.4„ 794
Pkgs.

With This Coupon
Good Only At & A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Rat. ,June 13.
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

WITH COUPON IN AD

JA.

Fulton, Ky.
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CLEARANCE SPWAILS
•
•
•
•
4
4ODERN IN-STORE SHOPPING
•

•
•

Hurry Sale Ends June 20, 1970

FREE PEANUTS

FLOOR SAMPLE

CLEARANCE
Westinghouse Air Cond.

TIRE CLEARANCE
Discontinued designs...odds and ends...tubeless...
tube-type... blackwalls ...whitewalls.

7x3x3
WEB

Westinghouse Air Cond.

Folding Aluminum Chair/
Polypropylene
multi-color webs

825.15
900-15
F78-13
G78-15
775-11
915-15
D70-14
700-16

CPC White
CPC White

$36.32

s,2.36

$45.37

$2.87

$27.05
SAWZ White
$29.41
SAWZ White
$26.02
PC Black
$40.22
PC White
$34.13
'pd.WT ged
$37.53
mm c/o

Westinghouse Air Cond.

$309.00
•
AS184 L2K. 230 Volt, 18,000 BTU, Slid Out Chassis.

G. E. B&W TV

S2.17

FREE LUBE

$3.06
$2.39

WITH ANY MAJOR ENGINE TUNE-UP
OR BRAKE AND ALIGNMENT
This offer good only until June 24, 1971
upon surrender of coupon at any Goodyear Service Store listed below.
SAVE

$
,1.98
$1-75
$2.88

52.53

$2.19
$10.82

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

THU. - FA

DOU
ACT

$69•00•
.

IF

ASK TO SEE OUR PRICK LIST.

This offer read only until June 20, 1970
upon surrender of coupon at any GoodSAVE

"Magic Touch"'
Ice Cube Tray
Stackable to
save space!

Liberal Budget
Terms-Low Monthly
Payments

G. E. Color TV

$199.00:

WM 214 60 Sq. Inch Viewing Area, Sealed Beam
Picture Tube.

490
Easy-Minos:1ns grt ,nen.
stick release, fast-freezing
aluminum tray holds 18 hill*
size cubes.

GeR

Rid. TE,

G. E. Refrigerator

$299.00:

Frost Free Refrigerator

and Freezer

Ais gun raised

GLE

MGM

•

PAHAVISION
ME TPOCOLOR
41•11m

mon. JUNE 14 •
ADULT:
Under 10 NOT
NM.•

$199.00

G. E. Aut9matic Washer
WWA 5500U Filter Flo Washing
Basket.

•

$109.00:

System, Mini•

G. E. Air Cond.

$109 00•

AGKE 408 AA 115 Volt, 8,000 BTU Texan Case, Easy
Mount.

NOW TI
SATURE

•

G. E. Air Cond.

$309 00

AGSD 418 DB 230 Volt, 18,000 BTU Superthmst,
Air Wash Filterflo.

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
PHONE 472-100e

IF Jr

'HEAVEN II
•

CB 15 Chest Freezer. Holds 518 Lbs. of Frozen Food.

INCLUDING LINING, LABOR, PARTS

year Service Store listed below.
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

.

•

G. E. Food Freezer

OUR REGULAR PRICE
COMPLETE DISC BRAKE RELINE JOB

Presto

100 WEST STATE LINE

OM

.

MP 014 Colid State VHF and UHF Tuning.

TBF 15SL
Section.

10 OFF

$2.36
S2.36

SAVE

STORE COUPON

Product of
General Motors

OS

•

j-ligh strength polished aluminum frame, square bec cert.
struction, gives durability, attractive appearance, and
comfort. Comfort curve back, wide, comfortable arms
End caps on front stand. For patio, porch. lawn.

SAVE

TIRO INTRNAMIL CARD

AH154 L2M. 230 Volt, 15,000 BTU, Mobile Mount
Frame.

$
3
99

$2.60

:

,..4(Newo•
master charge

$269.00i

$2.40

6 Ply

$22.11
Bolt Whits.
700-13 T
$15.58
MARA,Black
560-15
White $41.54
378-11 PCPG
$19.09
MARA Black
825-15
$22.96
MARA Whitp
825-15
White $23.67
855-11 MARA
$21.38
Bolt Black
775-15 T
Cane $103.37
149-38 Rice 8.:
c/o 6 F1Y

t

.AC066 LIQ. 115 Volt, 6,000 BTU Compact Quick
Mount.
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DO COMAIRY
BERT PROM WIN

Tires and batteries priced competitevely at the following Dealer

"EITER FO

CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th & Depot Mtn, Ily:

K NICHOLS(
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•
•
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70

169.04

Quick

269A

'bunt

309.00.:
•
kassis.
•
$69.00:
•
•
199.00:
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MSU Graduates
Told Ballot Box
Is Most Effective

199.00:

•

-4

199.00:
•
Food.

•
4

/09.00

STORE HOURS
SUNDAY
9 am. - 7 pm.
_ _
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.-8 pm.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
8 am.-9 pm.

WE REDEEM USDA
FOOD STAMPS

MURRAX, Ky., June 6 — The versities in the U.S.. to some
ballot box is a more effective degree owed their economic supmeans of obtaining desired leg- port to a certain neutralism in
Govt. Inspected
cted
islative action than disrupting a political and economic strife.
Waldorf
Limit
college community, the 1,287 "Private institutions have deWHOLE
2WHOL
LB. .
Roll
With
members of the 1970 graduating pended on gifts by the wealthy,
Pkg.
class at Murray State Univer- "while the state institutions, deCoupon
COUPON EXPFIES JUNE ,,sity were told today.
pendent often upon the goodDr. Forrest C. Pogue, execu- will of governors and legislative director of the George C. tures, found it expedient to court
SCOTT PAPER
Marshall Research Foundation the favor of state authorities.
FIRST
"For some reason, student acat Arlington, Va., and a 1930
S. CHOICE
WITH COUPON
CUT
present
day
have
tivists
of
the
alumnus of Murray State told
JUMBO ROLL
never understood this comprothe graduates:
CHUCK
LB.
"Campus militants must face mise and have assumed that
presidents
and
deans
are
free
the fact that while they may
Miracle
be able to burn down a school, agents who can be forced to
drive presidents and deans from grant only changes within t h e
Whip
proper
but
also
universities
their offices and seize buildings,
FRESH
can
comade
into
agents
who
they cannot coerce the legislaSalad
erce the state," he went on,
tors of the states.
LB.
Qt. Jar 12
"These men have been threat- adding:
"Although within the past 50
a
ened by experts," he said, "but
they react poorly to demonstra- years, administrators and older
tions. Much more effective are professors have won great freethe returns :rom the precincts." dom of action in their own affairs and have built up considl2-oz
Pouge, who also was awarded
erable immunity against alumni
his second honorary degree in
of
censorship
"and legislative
F°LGER'Sicban
ABM"
two days by his alma mater
their programs, they are deduring Its 47th annual compendent on a continued flow of
mencement program, said it
income from increased endowwas apparent at the most re- ments and legislative appropriaUS CHOICE
48-oz.
cent protest rally in Washington
tions."
CRISCO
that the next student move
ROUND
BOTTLE
Amid inflated costs and Inwould be in the fall elections.
creased demands from student
"A few of the more militants groups, the private institutions
ruled out this move and called are particularly vulnerable tofor revolution," he observed, day, Pogue said in emphasizARMOUR
"but this last group made two ing that student demonstrations
fundamental errors in judgment which frighten conservative or
No. 2 1/2
12-oz
Osage
—one a failure to see that the moderate donors place the unicans
pkg.
Halves
revolution has been made and versities in intolerable situathe other the failure to recog- tions.
M4I/AffIVAYM/ArW4I/lArMAIAIMAIMIIMAI
nize that the base for the more
"The state universities are in ter/IIMIIIIMAIIMAI/IIIFAVrAKI/IVAMPAPAYMMAIWII
violent revolution they desire almost even worse plight," he
does not exist."
observed, "despite generous apLIBERTY BREAD
America's universities have propriations in recent years.
been developed without the his2$c
20-oz, ROUND TOP
"Without large endowments,
toric European tradition of required to admit ever-increas31c
24-oz. PULLMAN
violent confrontations with po- ing numbers, the state schools
% REELFOOT
DELMONTE
P K. HAMBURGER OR
lice and troops, he noted, and have struggled to provide new
WHOLE
29c
CONY BUNS
American students have had a classrooms, dormitories, greatly
k Chunk Style
YELLOW
tendency, until recent years, to enlarge faculties amid spiraling
13ROwN & SERVE
or
lbs. $
be onlookers rather than par- costs.
6 1/2 oz
SOLID
2Sc
PKG. of 12
ROLLS
SHANK HALF LB.
ticipants in the upheavals in po"Legislatures already over2
can
litical and economic life.
whelmed by demands for funds
IIIWAIIIIFAVAIKMAKMAKI/41115•FIFMAIFIFIYIVAIAIWMAPAIWar
In addition, he said, the uni- for public school education, for W/AVAPIFIrICIAWAIIMINIMITIIIIIIMARIAII/IPIIMAIFIKIIM
FRESH GROUND
DELMONTE CRUSHED
HUNT'S
highways, and welfare programs
3 lbs.
look increasingly for a place to
cut appropriations."
No2
26-0Z.
The revolutionary change in
can
BOTTLE
resaid,
institutions,
he
today's
THU.. FRI. - SAT.
quires a broader base than stuDOUBLE
dent protest as opposed to revTETLEY
SACRAMENTO TOMATO
olution "for the hell of it."
ACTION
By the
"Millions of older people are
48- ct.
as uneasy or as outraged as stupiece
Tea
8-oz.
Bags
dents are about many of the
IF
EACH
can
national and international probLB.
JIM BROWN
lems we face today." he said,
Inivists
band
crt
small
the
"but
GENE WICKMAN
BOND'S hamburger sliced
GRADE 'A' MED.
—by their clowning, their flouting of every rule of free digcussion and their scorn for tol
16-oz.
A-N.D
erance and moderation — a r e
Jar
is gun raised hell in the West depriving their movement of
D°Z
LB
the sentimental advantage that
American students have posARMOUR STAR
TIDE
sessed for generations.
Gt.
"Although students have upPANAVISION &
set their parents and neighbors
MITR0001.0“
for centuries, there has been a
wry tolerance and a forgiving
zun. Mon. - Tue. - Wed.
approach to college pranks and
extravagant actions through the wArArAwArArArdrammur,~4FAAWII//11/41WAr4IIF/M/IPTIMIII/IMAIKMAIPMAIIMAIKMAIFAIPMMAIPFAVIr
JUNE 14 - IS - 16 ,17
years, but that advantage is
ADULTS ONLY
CHICKEN PARTS
drying up."
FREE BAR
Under Ill NOT Admitted
Lb. 59c
In the class, the largest In
BREAST
the history of the university,
Lb. 59c
THIGHS
Reg.
Size
were a record-shattering 124 honLb. 59c
LEGS
HUNT'S FRUIT
124 ors graduated, including 22 grad...- BARBARA HERSHEY
Lb. 79c
LIVER
Lily
Chief
uating summa cum laude with
aoaa four-year academic averages of
No.
OCHARD THOMAS
GIZZARDS
Lb. 39c
Pink
Chum
OMMIMINIMINNINIMMIE 3.8 or above of a possible 9.0.
Lb. 19c
BACK & NECKS
With This Coupon At Liberty
300
.1.11•MI
Ten had averages of 3.9 or
Lb. 29c
WINGS
cans
EXPRIES
JUNE
16th.
above.
tall can
tall can
and
Lois
Joyce
Twin girls,
IFIV/I.MMAVAIIMAII/AVIIMAIWAIMIWIP'M/
4111
/
411/AlIAIII/IndrAW
WAIFIIII/IrIIIIATMAKIMAYAFAIW/AIWIFIP.
3
Wooton, Madisonville, were tops
ICE
BERG
MISS W/SCONSIN
In the class with identical 3.99
SWEETHEART LIQUID
IAN averages. They were followed
SUE by Gary Wallis, Melber, with
303
Ism. 3.98, and Dara Austin, Benton;
THE SWEET
cans
and
ConMurray,
Cav1tt,
Diana
dEboiaallt
boctv of
nie Barrett, both of Murray.

4
4
TISSUE
FRYERS
oAsTu.
R
ic
TOWELS
DRESSING
PICNICS
890 BACON
COFFEE
89.STEAK
OIL
4
FRAN
(HE

490
43
69
B990
490

HAMS

LEO k TUNA

b
,

9
Pineapple 39c Hamburgerire490
47o
12
39t
S
SAUCE
2
79t.
sl
3
6'OuRilets
EGGS
37

k

CATSUP
TEA
PICKLES
Detergent Ftuehp0490iNAWICK ic5a-nm.35C lA Porkloinb690
Salmon Cocktaili

mar

Raw imam r4

GLENN FORD
MAYEN WITH A CAIN'
*i]

Beam

eezer

Fulton, Ky.

IUSE SIIII1414111

CAMAY SO/LP

No. 1 690 No. 1 790

nus

ODetergent QT3IN LETTUCE iiEkrIl9t
16.0,290
can
FOOD
DOG
illi;Es 3
MEAL 5 BLAB645
FLOUR 25
i1 IONIONS 29
MACKEREL4teNa)
390
p
k
g
.
Potatoes
DRINKS
Cake Mix
pEASGREEN

109.00:
Easy

109.00

rust,

••••••••

NOW THRU
SATURDAY

FULTON

MARTHA WHITE

TWIN PET

F°R $1

HOW THE '
ST WAS WON
Pan h£TROGGIDINYNAMYER and MOM%
METROCOLON

3LB.
BAG

89
1
1333
AG $1

SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY (11)

DUNCAN HINES

man went looking for America.
nd couldn't find it anywhere...

LIBERTY COUPON

MUCKY V
DO COMMNY in association with
cil
(PT PRODUCTIONS nntswntsemi RidERa

E ER FONDA DENNIS HOPPER
N •

UM

PICTU

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER Best Film By a New Ditecto(

(Limit 2)

Orange
3
46-oz $11
Grap
CANS

11MBEGENIIINGINIft
LIBERTY COUPON (Savo 41c)

LIBERTY COUPON

lb. 19c

WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUDING
TOBACCO AND 15AIRY PRODUCTS
VOID AFTER JUNE 13th

TISSUE

BAG

(Save 3k)

SCOTT PAPER

WALDORF

GOV'T. INSPECTED
FRYERS

Frozen Garden Delight F.F.

STOKELY

19-oz.

K NI H

Ai

JACK

BAKE MASTER

4 - Rolls

4c

WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUD/NG
TOBACCO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
VOID AFTER JUNE 16*

TOWELS

LIBERTY COUPON

(Sine 40c

DETERGENT

Jumbo roll

lc

WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUDiNG
TOBACCP AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
VOID AFTER JUNE 16*

TIDE

Giant Pkg.
WITH THIS COUPON

VOID AFTER JUNE 16*

Fulton, Ky.
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FULL or PART TIME
MEN — WOMEN
Make $3.00 up hourly. No investment or experience. Rawleigh Products, Contact Milton
Babcock, 223 E. Main, Freeport, Ill. Phone 815-232-4161.

CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH_ . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes !
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EARN 87,200 annually growing
rare Ginseng root! Send $2.00
(refundable) for seeds, details.
List of buyers paying $30.00 lb.
included. G. C. Herbs, 244
Pleasant St., Middlesborough,
Mass. 02346.

NOTICE: turn your unwant'RENT Wlieelchairs, crutches
ed items into cash. Contact
and ether convalescent aids at
Broadway Auctibe Theater,
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
Fulton. Ks'.
St.
FOR SALE: Good 7-room
house, smoke house, well and
house, poultry house, and
small barn located on 1.4 acres
land, seven miles north of
Union City. Has mail route
and school bus; on good blacktop road. If interested contact
owner, 827 East Church Street
Uni,in city. Tenn

WE BUY used furniture and
antiques. Broadway Auotion
Theater, South Fulton, Tenn.
List year property with -Keith
Akin Realty, 472-1143, Richard
Gossum - Broker-Saiesman,
472-3850.

Vandy Students
WANTED! To Give Medical
Cars With Square Tires
Exams To Poor
7? )
s'
cr

70

I
(TIRES TRUEtE13
I

1

Wheels Balanced(

WHEELS ALIGNED/

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Ph. 479-2741

with
NASHVILLE
Tennessee Valley Authority assistance, a group of about 65
Vanderbilt University students
will set out soon for East Ten.
nessee on "Project Community
Outreach."
The students, mainly from
Vanderbllt's colleges of medicine and nursing, will give medical examinations to the poor in
several East Tennessee counties.
TVA is assisting the program
by making available its mobile
health clinic and staff.
With Vanderbilt faculty supervision,students will be in charge
examining pascheduling,
ul
Petits and following up abnor.
mal test results.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
701. C W. Burrow and Roy D. Taylor, Brokers

—HOUSES —

U Baccalaureate Speaker Cites Methodists Name Ministers
orGreat Moments In A Person's Life
dained

MS

MURRAY, Ky., June 6 — going all the way; and the moGraduation is "an especially ment you realize you are not going to be here forever."
good time to ponder life's great
Some dreams will never be
moments, whether the past, realized, Dr. Smith said. "The
D.
Alvin
Dr.
present, or future,"
great moment in life occurs
Smith, baccaleurate speaker at when you realize this may be
Murray State University said the turning point that enables
you to trust life to its ,Creator
Friday night.
Dr. Smith is pastor of Broad more than would otherwise be
Street Presbyterian Church in possible."
Cling the "no continuing city
Columbus, Ohio.
He declared the four greatest here" theme of the New Testamoments in a person's life are: ment, he told the graduating
"The moment when you realize class it probably had had the
you are not going back; the least occasion to think of the
moment when you realize you "moment when you realize you
are not doing it alone; the are not going to be here formoment you realize you are not ever."

Townsend; Paris Trinity, Larry
Tubb; Puryear-Buchanan, Ted
Cowan;
Ralston Circuit, Paul Peck;
Sedalia-Burnett's, Larry Humbert; Sharon-Mt. Vernon, Joe B.
Wheatley; South Fulton Parish,
William A. Smalling; South
Pleasant Grove, Elbert Johns
Jr.; Temple Hill-Russell's Chapel, William Roger Joseph; Water Valley-Palestine, D. E. Underwood; Wingo, Robert W.
Cantrell.
No reasons were given for the
decrease in membership.

Despite reports of an impending nationwide shortage of energy, several utility firms operating in Western Kentucky today expressed unanimous opbmism for serving the needs of
area consumers.
This is possible because of the
ready availability of electrical
power by suppliers and long
range planning by natural gas
utility sources.
Western Kentucky RECC,
which serves over 20,000 customers in parts of five counties,
has experienced no difficulty in
meeting the demands of the consumer, according to John Ed
Walker, manager. The co-op,
which obtains its power from
TVA, used over 400 million kilowatt hours last year.
Walker said that due to almost 30 per cent all-electric
homes, the co-op peaks its power consumption in the winter

Need Teachers
For Retarded

months. Paducah Power System
and RECC both peak in the summer with additional consumption
caused by air-conditioning and
a lower percentage of all-electric units.
Western Kentucky RECC has
invested almost $750,000 per
year in new equipment and facilities for the past 10 years,
Walker continued, and it is adequately prepared for additional
hookons and consumption.

Bishop Finger, on Friday
23 men as deacons in the
church,

Retiring conference ministers
recognized included the Rev. R.
W. Stafford, Silerton; the Rev.
J. D. Wilt or d. Medina; the
Rev. B. I. Crider, Milledgeville;
Dr. William C. Alden, St. Joint's,
Memphis; Dr. W. S. Evans,.
Trinity, Memphis; the Rev. H.
H. Newsom, Capleville; the
Rev. W. B. Potts, Schoolfield
Memorial, Memphis; and the
Rev. F, L. Clement,

eral National
tion announce
agreed to pre
nent financini
nursing home
of sixty beds
cess Road of
Highway, Full
W. D. Corm
president.
Situated on a
one-story proji
Haws MemoriE
Special feats

FI

II
NEW AND USED

No Electric Power Shortage
Anticipated In W. Kentucky

A good 5-room house located
at 120 Central Avenue, South
Members of the Obion County
Association for Retarded ChildFulton. Priced to sell.
ren are looking for people to give
A very nice house. 3 bed- money to.
There is a catch, however.
corns and a den located near
t w o
They are looking for
Fulton High School. House has teachers to take special trainyears.
ten
been built about
ing in the teaching of retarded
Really good.
children this summer so they
can operate two more classes
Very good house on Walnut in the fall.
According to M r s. James
to Terry Norman
Good house located at 304 Street close
Neely, the association will award
School. Priced to sell.
Vorman Street. East Full°
two scholarships of $600 each
In good repair. Priced to sell.
to train teachers to take over
Good 5-room house with classes for retarded children.
2 miles south/
A new 3-bedroom brick ye- bath. Located 21
While a teacher most attend
neer house with den, half base- east of Dukedom, Tenn_ on the two summer sessions tobecome
ment and central gas heat. Lo- Austin Springs black-topped certificated, a teacher can attend one six-weeks course this
cated on 1.7 acres of land in road, one acre of land.
summer, teach this fall and
Cayce, Kentucky.
then finish up by attending the
Nice large 3-bedroom house second six-weeks session next
New 3-bedroom brick veneer
Six
basement.
size
full
with
sum mei-.
house, wall-to-wall carpeting.
land. Has city water
"We cannot start a new class
ceroiral heat and air. 2 baths. acres of
Located one mile
well.
and
Howard
in
Located
nice,
really
untU we have a teacher, ao
Highway
on
Fulton
South
what we are trying to do now
M dam Subdivision west of from
45.
is get a teacher who will take a
town
course. These
certification
courses are offered at Memphis State, Lambuth, Peabody
and Murray," Mrs. Neely said.
According to Mrs. Neely, the
Beautiful building lots in South Fulton.
Tennessee Association for Reindicates
Children
Highlands.
Nice lot on 6th Street, Ful- tarded
_
there are 204 children in Obion
Ky.
ton,
in
lot
building
nice
A very
County who would benefit from
special education courses and
that seven more classes for
the retarded are needed.
Already there are one TrainLarge commercial building
LI you are interested in purable Mentally Retarded (TMR)
parknice
Has
Street.
Plain
and two Educable Mentally ReChasing a business, we have on
adjoining. Priced to tarded (EMR) classes in Union
some good buys in thriving ing lot
City and one EMR class at
sell.
businesses.,
Troy Elementary School.
Any teacher who is interested in obtaining a $600 scholarship In order to become certificated to teach mentally re118 acres of extra good land tarded children is asked to cap
85 acres of fine land, a good
con- Mrs. Neely at 885-5941..
modern
house,
nice
a
with
house sith modern conveniveniences, good tenant house, 2
ences. Located 5 miles east of
barns. Located approximately
EAGER BEAVER: Women's
Fulton in Graves County.
2 nines off black -topped road si)les can be educational: Thc
of
49 acres of good hill and bot- on good gravel road. South
clothes on her hod), thc
less
2 mile cast Fulton.
/
tom land. Located.1
more on his mind ... the guy
County.
Graves
in
Dukedom
of
12 acres of land near Pierce who first called women the-"fair
6 sex" didn't know the first thing
80 acres of excellent land lo- Station. Will sell 3 acres or
all. Has city water. about justice . . . flattery IS decated en the Middle Road in acres, or
scribing someone as he secs
Beautiful building sites.
the Palestine Church comhimself. — Wilfred Boner.
735 acres of hill and bottom
munity.
land. Good farm located three
miles east of Austin Springs,
A good 57-acre farm. Has 3- Tennessee. Very reasonable
good
in
bedroom frame house
price.
condition, all modern convenilarge
two
has
Also
47 acres a very nice farm, 3
ences.
2 miles bedroom brick house with all
/
barns. Located about 11
of city limits on Kentucky modern conveniences. Located
We Buy and Sell
on black-topped Section Line
side.
Road, north of Liberty Cliurch.
There's "gold" in those un254 acres of excellent land,
An outstanding new brick
wanted items lying around
about 100 acres of this bottom
and
land. Fair improvements. Lo- veneered 3-bedroom house
of
the house, attic, barn. We
cated approximately 3 miles of carport located on 60 acres
of
South Fulton. This farm is land about one mile east
Austin Springs, Tennessee.
pay cash for old furniture,
worth the money.
WE ALSO HAVE LONG2 acres on Water Valley
1
2/
lamps, chests, dining and
AVAILHighway. Excellent building TERM FARM LOANS
ABLE.
site.
bedroom suites, concrete

SEE US FIRST
A good buy in a nice large
house. Located on Pearl Street
actioss the street from KentweRy sehools. Has a very large
Jot
Excellent brick house located on Third Street. Close to
business part of town. Really
worth the money.

announced
Bishop Finger
appointments for the Paris District of the United Methodist
Church:
Bethel' Brook's-Independence,
John S. Bradley; BethlehemWesley, Franklin Gardner; Big
Sandy Circuit, Paul T. McClarin; Big Sandy-Lick Creek, Clovis H. Kemp; Chapel Hill-Harris-New Hope. Raymond Wright;
Coldwater Circuit, James Griffith; Cottage Grove Circuit,
Charles L. Parker; Dexter-Hardin-Olive-Palestine, Thomas A.
Bullock; Dresden Circuit, Paul
E. Griffin; Dresden First
Church, Jerry L. Hassell;
Fulton First Church, William
G. Adams; Gleason Circuit T.
B Stone; Gleason First Church,
A. H. Mc Leo d; GreenfieldBrock's, Johnson Easley; HazelMason's, James W. Baker;
Kirksey, John L. Jones; Lynn
Grove-Goshen, Dossfe F. Wheatley; Lynnville-Poyner's-Storey's,
L. E. Smithmier; Manleyville
Circuit, Paul Maxwell, MansKean McKinney, assistant field Circuit, John E. Lewis;
Martin Circuit, Ora Bell Peck;
plant manager for Jackson Purchase Rural Electric Coopera- Martin First Chugth, Paul F.
tive, said the co-op anticipates Douglass; Martin Parish, M. L.
consumption will double in the Easley Jr.; Martin's-Good Shepnext seven years, partially be- herd, Coy E. Garrett; Mt. Pleascause of new hookons, but main- ant-Conyersville, To Be Suply due to increased power con- plied; Murray First Chu rc h,
sumption by present consumers. Sam R. Dodson Jr.; Paris CalJPRECC serves over 13,000 vary, Carl C. Hood; Paris Cirresidential consumers who used cuit, W. Glen Hill; Paris East
over 125 million kilowatt hours Paris Circuit, T. G. Blanton;
of electrical power last year.
Paris First Church, Harrell A.

"I maintain that it is the
greatest life moment of all when
you accept the fact that the beat
goes on — for you, for your
world — even though you do not
go on here forever," Dr. Smith
said.
He stressed the idea of hope,
particularly as related to the
continuity of life.
"You have come so far so
soon, you who have so far to
go," he concluded. "God bless
you and 'Right on.'
The invocation and benediction were given by the Rev.
Charles H. Moffitt, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church of
Murray.

Finn
For

FURNITURE

Who
Who wot
etc., etc.,
dential h

Refrigerators and Stoves

Exchange Furniture Co.
107 Commercia/

472-1533

Afriendship offer from your Coca-Cola bottler

each ants
2.98
COMPARABLE VALUE $6
These love red and dove white
beach pants are tapered at the top
and far out at the bottom. And written all over them are those golden
words, "It's the real thing," and
"Enjoy Coca-Cola:.
And why not? Delicious ice-cold
Coca-Cola is the real thing. The only
thing when you're hot and thirsty
and on the beach. Which is where
you're bound to be in those far out
beach pants.
To get yours—just check beach
pants details wherever you shop for
Coca-Cola.

It's the real thing.Coke.

ON

Interi

BUILDING LOTS

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

ON

Interc

FARMS

30

ANTIQUES

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers

I

CHECK ONE BOX
NIPS
(Al fullest
point) IN-SEAM
3.5 Petite 31-1/2 33' 79"
3.5 Junto, ti-i/r 33" 29-3/1"
7.9 hoer 33-1/1' 35 t1-7/r
11.13 Junior 36" 313"
30"
15 luster 38-1/2" 39' 34-1/8"

YOUNG
ADIES

YOUNG MESS
AIST IN-SEAM
• 213" 29.1/2"1
32' 31'
31'• 36' 32-1/2"

CH PANTS OF
ena 9276
St. Paul. Minnesota 55177

bird bMfis, flower pots, etc.

Name _
Address

JOHNNY WILSON
Wilson's Auto Parts

I

City
OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 31, 1970

VS 45-Bypass, Fulton
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: Fulton

Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.

iters
ger, on Friday orfl as deacons in the

cmference ministers
ncluded the Rev. R.
Silerton; the Rev.
'o r d, Medina; the
rider, Milledgeville;
C. Alden, St. John's,
3r. W. S. Evans,'
nphis; the Rev. H.
, Capleville; t h e
Potts, Schoolfield
Kemphis; and the
Clement.

ED

loves

ire Co.

72-1533

es*

Financing Obtained
For Nursing Home
Federal National Mortgage Association announced today it has
agreed to provide the permanent financing for a 8130,500
nursing home project consisting
of sixty beds at the North Access Road of Jackson Purchase
Highway, Fulton, according to
W. D. Cornwell, regional vice
president.
Situated on a 5.5 acre site, the
one-story project is known as
Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
Special features in the brick

ow* .wier
•"••

MVPS
mirer•sot...- ',AMMO

Pam Clifton
Honored With
Bridal Tea

Fulton, Ky.
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Clifton were Mrs. Brown Clifton, with blue and overlaid in white
mother of the bride-elect; Mrs. lace. Centering the table was
John B. Evans, mother of the an arrangement of white gladioli
WATER VALLEY, Ky., June groom-elect; and Mrs. C. E. and daisies with blue net adorn6 — Miss Pam Clifton, bride- Hoodenpyle, grandmother of Mr. ing either side and blue candles
in crystal candelabra.
.
elect of Johnny Evans, was hon- Evans.
ored with a gift tea at the home The honoree wore a chartreuse
ROVING REPORT: . Life',
of Mrs. Dee Fry in Fulton. She dress with matching shoes, and uolden age is when the children
was
presented
a
corsage
of
yel'
Mrs.
Richard
was assisted by
die too old for bah) sitters and
low daisies.
Fry.
too ‘oung to borrow the ear.
Receiving guests with Miss The tea table was covered — Earl ht. %lathes.
1111.04111111.04
i
ti1111.00.11=11.4NIIM1.0411.0.1MW04=1/•04M1.1)4111=1.4 MEOW)411111W0.1...0411M

.0.1.11,1111111111b

veneer structure include central
gas heat and electric air-conditioning, complete kitchen facilities, and modern medical equipment.
A barber shop and
beauty salon are furnished for
patients.
ER A NK ELI( SPEAKING: I
retain ins youthful appearance
by watching my diet, getting
ample rest and never drinking
coffee so hot it'll melt my dentures. — Don I. Frankel.

Woric
atI1r7rilfe
01
In Dollars and Cents?
Who would take care of the children —
Who would do the cooking, Ironing, Washing
etc., etc., etc. If she were no longer there? Prudential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance Company
Phone 472-2562

!

1411.114/4=1.04111•11.4)1M114

)4IMINK

sfolt****11011401*****918sloitsinitleTininicskilmt
Enjoy the Organ Music of
MARTHA LOGAN
Each Evening

In The Beautiful

DINING ROOM
at the

* 4144114eig1,1*,), A •

MOUNTAIN HEADLINER--Jean Thomas,long revered by folk music enthusiasts as
"The Traipsin' Woman," will host the fortieth annual American Folk Song Festival
at Carter Caves State Park, June 14. She has led the event since its inception in
— —
At Fulton, Ky.
* 1930, and her insistence on authenticity almost guarantees the event's continued
******************0********* success and draws thousands to the Kentucky mountain area.

CITY NATIONAL NOW OFFERING

AUTOMATICALLY RENEW ABLE
Certificates Of Deposit At The
MAXIMUM RATES Allowable For Banks

/
3
4%Per

Annum

ON 24 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or at Maturity

/2

Per Annum

ON 12 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or at Maturity

Per Annum

ON
3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Compounded Instantly and Continuously

,

MAXIMUM RATES ALSO BEING PAID

2

on Passbook
0Savings accounts
Interest Compounded
Instantly And Continuously

All accounts insured by the FDIC up to $20,000.

FULTON KENTUCKY

Miss Parham, Computer
Program
Mr.Yeamans Kentucky
has adopted what
may be one of the first compuWill Marry terized
systems in the nation to
FULTON, Ky., June 5 — Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Spencer Parham of Texas City, Texas, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their
daughter, Suellyn, to Robert 0.
Yeamans of Pasadena, Texas.
The bride-elect, a 1967 graduate of Texas City High School,
is a senior elementary education major at the University of
Houston, where she is the assistant drill instructor and choreographer for the University of
Houston Cougar Band. Miss Parham is also a "Houston Honey."
The bridegroom-to-be is a 1965
graduate of Deer Park High
School, attended Sam Houston
State College, spent three years
in the Army in Germany, and
is currently attending San Jacinto College. He is an employe
of Diamond Shamrock Corporation in Deer Park.
Miss Parham is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Parham and Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Blackstone of Fulton, and
the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
S. R. Mauldin of Vicksburg,
Miss.
The wedding will be an event
of June 30 at St. John's United
Methodist Church, Texas City,
at 5 o'clock in the evening.

pinpoint and correct abuses in
its Medicaid program.
The heart of the operation is
Identification of both welfare
clients and medical vendors
whose claims under Medicaid
seem to be out of line.

SHE'S
ONE
OF
THE
10 MOST
INFLUENTIAL
WOMEN
IN
AMERICA

She's in
ME NEWS

Every Week

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's

Jackson
Purchase

SESQUICENTENNIAL

Betty Tucker
Honored With
Bridal Shower

EDITION

FULTON, Ky., June 8—Miss
Betty Tucker, b r I d e-elect of
Buddy Mosley, was honored with
a household shower at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed of
Latham, Tenn., the grandparents of the prospective groom.
Mrs. Eulane Moubray and Mrs.
Spencer Travis of Dresden were
co-hostesses.
Miss Tucker wore a pink knit
dress with a corsage of white
carnations.
Game prizes were won by Mrs.
Guinell Tucker, Mrs. Eugene
Killebrew and Mrs. Pete Killebrew.

Head Start
Plans Told

She's Ann Landers, chosen in a poll byUnited Press International, one of the
world's two leading news services. Her
advice to GI's and grandmothers alike
has won her a world-wide following. So
join the crowd.

MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF
0:111111f1
209 Commercial Avenue

jI

BOUND COPIES...$200

Fulton

UNBOUND COPIES...$1"

We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.

The °Won County Head Start :§K:
program will begin a special
six-week session June 22 for
A part of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
students who will enroll In kin- g
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
dergarten program in the fall, g?:
material for this Edition for many months. Many
according to Head start officials.
.Society'to assist them in thei irntinuing their efforts
The program will be dismissed
people throughout the area contributed material.
after the special session until
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
material
which
of
some
Time did not permit the use
the beginning of the regular 1970Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
71 school term.
This 124-page
use
eta
later
date.
Society
hopes
to
the
Children eligible for school
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
this fall are not eligible to•ttend
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
Head Start for the summer and
undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition as well
area businesses. Several hundred pictures end several
the following year. Eligible stuas bound copies will be presented to area libraries for
dents must be five years old on
hundred thousand words we used in the edition to
or before Oct. 31, 1970.
use in their counties by interested students and
There will be two centers,
tell a portion of the history of this eight-county area.
at Troy and South Fulton Elehistorians. The Society appreciates the public's
Much of the material is new and the entire edition is
mentary. Officials said students
contributions to the Edition and regrets that some of
will be selected primarily from
the largest volume in one edition covering the
these two cities, with some exthe material was too late to be incorporated in the
ceptions for children who need
Purchase ever compiled.
special help.
history.
The program Is limited to a
total, at 20 students to each cen••••••••••••••lv.•••••••••••••••••••:•••••:•••••••:'cc-sililiklilx::::r:&?•....:::::::::10
•
...
...•...lil:liMi*i:i*":"<VB::::::::.ki:WM:*:-:::::'.....:i•••:•••••••.•:•:•:•••••••••••••••••••••••:-...l.---•-•-•-•
ter.
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SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH

xi

SAVINGS

at E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET!
LOOK TO THE TAPE for its the CASH REGISTER TAPE that tells you the HAPPY STORY OF MAXI•SAVINGS
Yes. it's THE TOTAL THAT TELLS
THE TAIL MAXI-SAVINGS has come to THIS AREA and the whole town's talking about the sparkling-new PRICING PLAN adopted by E. W. JAMES & SONS
Supermarket whereby NEW, LOW, LOW PRCES have been placed in effect throughout every department'. MAXI-SAVINGS. The cash register tape tells you
the happy story

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

VITA

FRYERS

ORANGE

59

;OMER'S

10c

LEMONADE MIX Pkg.
HYDE PARK

420BREAD

_ Lb. 29c
-----------Lb. 29c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 59c
_ Lb. 39c

CUT-UP FRYERS
FRYER - HALVES
FRYER - QUARTERS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS

Lb. 19c
Lb. 49e
__ Lb. 25c

WINGS

lb.

4 for _ _ $1.00

TOMATO CATSUP
14 OZ. BOTTLE

For $1

Pkg.100
Lb. 79c

LAKE BRAND

(Whole Or Half Stick)

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

Lb, 79c

SLICED BACON

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

PORK SAUSAGE

KRAFT 18-oa.

VERMONT MAID

SCHOOL DAY PEAS 4for ___ $1.00

SYRUP

ALLEN — WHOLE

KELLOGG'S

GREEN BEANS 303can- 5 for-$1.00

POP TARTS

DOUBLE COLA

STOKELY'S

DIME LILY

FLOUR

BUY 6 GET 2 "FREE"

89c

36-oz.

APPLE SAUCE 303 can-5 for_$1.00

390

B - B - G SAUCE

2ibs-990

303

**WITH THIS COUPON**

$1.00

49c

11-oz.
5 Lb.

16 OZ. SIZE

59c

59c

And Additional
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk &
Tobacco Products.

ICE MILK
1/2 Gal.440

3for$1

48 COUNT

49c

HART — (Whole Or Cream)

CORN
FOLGER'S

CAN

303 can

5 for

$1.00

lb. 10t

20-ot.

COFFEE CREAMER

97c

MERICO

STQtlilltjtilES

.13 psTCTUE. ME NOTS
an10

We Accept U. S. Gov't. Food Stamps

Qt.

SAMPLE OF COCA- COLA
LIMA BEANS

6 for

$1.00

PEARS 2 1/2-size can 2for

CANTALOUPE
4 Fors1
,T1
b P1411S

arigm's w
"MAXI-SAVINGS"
1\Ptcr sUPE11111FIRIIET

2 Lb. $1.09

CHEESE
89c
STOKLEY'S

TOMATO JUICE

3 ;:,); sl
PETER PAN

PEANUT BUTTER

12-oz. _ _ _ _ 49c

LYNN GROVE

EGGS

s
JAMES sole

14

59c

VELVE ETA

PRODUCE IN TOWN
TEXAS

BANANAS

lb. 890

16 oz. size

STOKELY'S

FRESHEST
CHIQUITA

COFFEE

29c

SALAD SSING
MIRACLE WHIP

Avocado Tahita
Ice Tea Glass

And additional $5.00
purchase excluding milk
and tobacco products.

25-oz.

NEWPORT

ICE CREAM CONES
29c

MUSTARD

Limit I Coupon Per Family Per Week.

THURS., FRI., SAT — F-R-E-E —

VANILLA

16-oz.

**WITH THIS COUPON**

COKES OR PEPSI

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

REG.
2 for 35
SELLER

ANGEL ES
oz. 490

Lb 39c

BOLOGNA

KRAFT

5 Lbs.

WAFFERS

1/2 Gallon ___ 58c

_ Lb 89c

PORK CUTLETS

DAIISY FRESH STICK

OLEO

E. W. JAMES

SWEET MILK

BONELESS

lb. 590

STOKELY'S

Sugar and Lemon Flavored

89c

STEAK

BOSTON BUTTS

VAN CAMP 4-ox.

ICED TEA MIX

PORK

FRESH LEAN PORK

For

NESTEA

SIRLOIN STEAK

Whole

BACKS
GIZZARDS

OZ. LOAF$1

5

23

lb.

1i2 Gal.

VIENNA SAUSAGE

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
CORN FED CHOICE

Doz

390

GRADE
A
LARGE

•
E W. JAMES NEW STORE HOURS

MON. TUE. WED
8 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

THUR. FRI. SAT.
8 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

